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FLYING HIGH? — Members of the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board expressed great hopes for the future of the
local airport at a recent meeting. From left (standing): lames L Garrison, David W. Dickson, C. W.Jones, Otis H. Erwin, Dr.j. D.
Outland,(seated,from left) Judge Robert 0. Miller, Dr. Hugh L Oakley, chairman, and Mayor John E. Scott.

Board Members Agree, Local
Airport Vital To Community
By NANCI PETERSON
County Public Relations
Director
"A progressive economy based on indemands a coinbusiness
dustry and
munity have an airport," says Dr. Hugh L.
Oakley, chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board, and the other five
members agree.
A ,six-member group, the first airport
board was appointed in 1958, shortly after
the initial planning stages for an airport
began, and the current board is soon to
supervise some additional construction
work being federally funded.
Faces on the board have changed sine*
that first group, with the exception of Dr.
Oakley, who remains, elected as chairman
by the other board members.
His vice chairman is Dr. J. D. Outland,
whom he succeeded as chairman, and
secretary-treasurer for the board is Otis
H. Erwin. Other members are David W.
Dickson, James E. Garrison and C. W.
Jones. Mayor John E. Scott and County
Judge Robert O. Miller serve as ex-officio,
or non-voting, members.
Meeting-When there is occasion to do so,
the board may assemble as frequently as
every 30 days, or four months may pass
between conferences, which are arranged
around regular working hours. Members
receive no compensation for their time and
efforts, nor are any of their expenses paid.
"All the board members have an interest in aviation, a great concern for the
contributions a good airport makes to
business and industry, and the general

aviation interests of the community," said
Dr. Oakley.
As a community service, the group
exercises its authority to construct,
maintain, manage,operate and control the
airport. It has in the past year hired a fulltime manager for the airport, John
Parker.
Many compliments have been passed
along to the airport board by those using
the facilities, and the members have
received calls from other boards
requesting information regarding the
airport's management.
Each man on the board has a special
interest in the airport's continued growth
and success, and each has his own expertise which he donates without
hesitation. City and county are equally
represented by the appointment of three
members each by Murray's mayor and the
Calloway County Judge.
Dr. Hugh Oakley, dean of Murray
State's College of Industry and Technology
and a city appointee to the board, flew for
four and a half years during the second
world war, and has done some
reci'eational flying since. His responsibilities since becoming chairman in 1969
include calling and planning meetings.
Born in 1914, Dr. Oakley studied industrial education as an undergraduate at
Western Kentucky University, and
received his M. A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Missouri.
In 1946 the Cadiz native arrived in
Murray and began the department of
industrial education at Murray State. Dr.

Oakley, who describes himself ass Sunday
afternoon golfer, lives on Olive Blvd. with
his wife Josephine. They have two
children.
"A great number of hours are put in by
airport board members, and much time
spent on forms and papers to get federal
funds for the airport," said Dr. Oakley.
"That's right. If you don't push them
state and federal funding agencies( they
won't fund your project," Dr. J. D.
Outland said supporting Dr. Oakley's
remark. "The chairman and secretarytreasurer carry a great deal of the weight,
but all voting members share the
responsibilities," he added.
A county-appointed member since 1968.
Dr. Outland has served as vice chairman
since Dr. Oakley became chairman: He
learned to fly in 1959 in Paducah, before
the construction of Kyle Field.
An avid fisherman, he resides on Circarama Drive with his wife, Kay. They
have three children. Dr. Outland, a
Murray native, attended Murray State
before entering the University of
Louisville dental school, from which he
graduated in 1958.
Otis H. Erwin, the most experienced
pilot on the airport board, has been serving
as secretary since 1970.
.
With a B. S. from the University of
Southern Mississippi, he now serves as
management consultant for the University
of Kentucicy Bureau of Business Extension. A native of Murray, countyappointee Erwin joined the United States
Air Force in 1942, and only recently retired
in 1969.
One of his hobbies is managing the little
league All Stars who went to state cornpetition last year. Erwin said, "I like to
work with little boys."
(See Airport, Page 16)

Students To
Solicit Easter
Seal Donations

A scene from the University. Theatre production, THE FIREBUGS by Max Frisch.
The play is directed by Robert k. Johnson, chairman, Theatre Arts Department
and opens tonight, Thursday, March 13, running Friday and Saturday nights, March 14 and 13, with curtain at 8:00 p.m.

About 60 Murray State University
students will solicit donations from houseto-house from 3 to 6 p.m. Sunday, March
16, for the 1975 Calloway County Easter
Seal campaign.
Organized by the Residence Hall
Planning and Advisory Board on the
campus, the special project is one of
several planned by students at Murray
State for the annual drive.
Heading the house-to-house canvass are
Resanda Speed of Symsonia and
Georgianne O'Grady of Lancaster, N. Y.,
both juniors. Mrs. Tonya Young, assistant
director of housing and adviser to the
Residence Hall Planning and Advisory
Board, is working with the group as
chairwoman of special events for the
county campaign.
Dr. Lloyd P. Jacks, Calloway County
Easter Seal chairman, said the involvement of young women on the campus
"is indicative of their concern for people
less fortunate than they are--and that is a
most commendable motivation."
Established in 1923, the Kentucky Easter
Seal Society for Crippled Children and
Adults, Inc., provides therapies,
hospitalization, special education,
recreation, camping and other services to
both children and adults crippled by marlY
• causes.
The campaign in Kentucky this year.
headed by head footbe*coach Fran Cur-ci
of the University of Kentucky, extends
through Easter Sunday, March 30.

The Calloway County Fiscal Court approved a resolution Wednesday asking
state and federal authorities to designate
Calloway County a disaster area, after
torrential rains have dumped nearly seven
inches of water on the area.
The resolution, presented by County
Attorney Sid Easley, and approved by the
court, asks that relief be given Calloway
County in the form of state or fecieral funds
for repair of damages caused by the water.
Several Calloway County families were
forced to leave their homes, and at least
two local businesses sustained damages
due to the flood-like waters here this week.
Rapidly rising rivers and a prediction of
more rainfall for an already saturated
state caused sporadic school and road
closings across Kentucky. Calloway-,
County Schools remained closed today,__
and several area highways were closed
early this morning.
Highway 641 North of Benton was
reopened shortly after seven a. m. today,
and Highway 45 north of Mayfield
remained closed at mid-morning due to
high waters. Commuters to Paducah from
Murray were forced to detour around the
area south of Draffenville by boarding the
West Kentucky Parkway for a short

distance near Benton.
The Murray division of the Tappan
Manufacturing Co. reported that it will
have to recrate about 1,000 ranges after
waters backed up in warehouse.
Water from a backed-up storm drain
also caused considerable damage at the
Callpfay Lumber Co., where officials
repented that a rear wall was washed
down,causing damages estimated at $800.
Also, a considerable amount of lumber
was carried off by the waters, but no
estimate was available as to the amount.
The Barren River was expected to crest
at 14 feet above flood stage at Bowling
Green, and the city's finance director, Bob
Kirby, said at least 80 persons had been
forced to leave their homes because of
high waters.
More than 100 families were evacuated
In various sections of the state Wednesday
after heavy rains caused flash floods,
widespread property damage and at least
two deaths.
Authorities said Lola Elizabeth Patrick,
8, of Red Bird in Whitley County, apparently drowned when she tumbled off a
footbridge into the rain-swollen Cumberland River. The body has not been
recovered. The girl's sister. Bernice, 9,

who also fell into the stream, was swept
downstream and rescued.
Ronnie Creed, 23, of Stanton, drowned
after the canoe in which he and two other
persons were riding on the Cumberland
River overturned, authorities reported.
They said Creed's companions, Mike Benningfield, 25, and Jimmy Lyle, M, both of
Stanton, were pulled from the surging
river by local residents using boats.
Some of the hardest hit counties were
those in Western Kentucky, where a
weekend snowfall contributed to the
danger of flash flooding by keeping the
ground saturated, forcing the rain to run
into streams and rivers.
"We are going to have floods all over
today, left over from yesterday's rain,"
said Russ Duni, a forecaster for the National Weather Service in Louisville. He
said major flooding was expected today at
Bowling Green and that minor flooding
would occur in various sections of the
state.
He said the Cumberland River would
crest at Harlan, Barbourville and Williamsburg.
Generally, he said, low-lying areas near
streams or rivers are threatened with the
(See Weather, Page 16)

NEEDLINE In Murray Celebrates Its
First Anniversary Of Operation Here
The NEEDLINE in Murray celebrated
its first anniversary of operation at the
meeting of the Board held at the
Thoroughbred Lounge, Murray State
University.
Mrs. Euple Ward, NEEDLINE Director,
was recognized for her personal efforts
and services to the community and was
presented an inscribed silver goblet from
the NEEDLINE Board for her part in
making the service project a success. On
display also at the meeting was the plaque
presented to Mrs. Ward by the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority, WOW,for being selected
"Outstanding Citizen of Murray and
Calloway County for 1975."
Members of the NEEDLINE Board said
in no way does the NEEDLINE intend to
- supplant any existing agent, but rather to
support and hopefully channel their clients
to the best resource available for their
particular problem.
The NEEDLINE operates in the strictest confidence, and therefore, -many
people may not be aware of the large
number of lives that have been touched by
the services. The NEEDLINE functions on
donations for its operation, with offices at
203 South Fifth Street, Murray.
At the present time, Mrs. Ward said the
service operation has 340 case records on
file and over nine hundred contacts have
been made during the first year of
operation.
Case records include 150 for general
information, 27 job related, 29 physical
problem, 26 emotional,17 marital crisis, 15
housing, 18 legal, 11 drugs, eight unwanted
pregnancy, seven each for attempted
suicide, clothing, wage and hour law information, furniture, and spiritual, six
parents with partners, six venereal
disease, five sitter for emergency needs,

five specialists for medical problems, four
for social security and inheritance tax,
four emergency transportation to out of
town hospitals, three child abuse, 15 just to
talk, 16 alcohol, 22 food, and one each for
medicare, death in Greece, problems with
neighbors concerning moving of debris,
visits to rest home with one client weekly
visit, runaway child, transportation for
double amputee to attend church, financial
counseling and planning information,
locating Mormon minister, how to become
foster parent, donating to kidney foundation, transportation for diabetic child to
camp, securing player and tapes for blind

lady, and wheel chair for patient.
Any person who would like to make a
donation to this service organization may
send it to NEEDLINE, Mrs. Euple Ward,
203 South Fifth Street, Murray. The
donation is tax deductible.
Attending the anniversary meeting were
Dr. David Roos, Mrs. Kathryn Glover,
Mrs. Euple Ward, Mrs. Judy Canupp, Miss
Susan Curvin, Rev. Robert Brockhoff,
Marvin Harris, Bailey Gore, Mrs. Julie
Lovins, Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Harold
Beaman, Mrs. Nell Eaton, and Rev. Paul
Wanger, board members, Mrs. Lillian
Graves and Joe Pat Ward, guests.

A cake, signifying NEEDUNE's first anniversary was shared by the Board of
Directors. Dr. David Roos presented a gift of appreciation from the members of
the Board to Mrs. Euple Ward, director of the service operation, for her work
during the past year with the NEEDLINE

Kentucky Must Decide How To
Implement New Health Measures
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
must decide within the next two months
how to implement new federal health planning and development legislation.
Dr. William McElwain,commissioner of
health services, told the state Advisory
Council for Health Services Wednesday
that Gov. Julian Carroll must recommend
which areas should be designated health
Service areas by May in order to comply
with federal requirements.
The new legislation, signed in January,
Is aimed at upgrading existing health care
services.and providing access to quality
health care where none exists.
Dr. McElwain said the National Health
Planning and Development Act is a "tremendous concept" but added that "its
benefits are exceeded only by the complexity of the task" of implementing it.
The council will study the legislation and
report to the secretary of the state department for human resources who will then
make recommendations to the governor.
Basically, the legislation provides for a
network of health cane areas that would
honeycomb the whole countrY. Each of the
areas, which must contain more than
500,000 persons but less than 3 million, will
be served by a health service agency

responsible for health planning and
development.
The agency, which may be private nonprofit corporation or a public entity, is supposed to prepare and implement plans to
improve the health of residents in the area,
to increase accessibility and quality of
health services, to keep the costs of health
care down and to avoid unnecessary duplication.
Besides designating health service areas
for the state, the governor will also have to
designate an agency of state government
to serve as the state health and development agency. That body would be advised
by a state health coordinating council,
which would review the work of the state
agency and advise it on its performance.
Federal funds are to be made available
for construction of new health care
facilities and development of health
delivery systems,
Council members told McElwain that
they didn't know how to go about recommending a plan and asked his advice.
He suggested-that Kentucky could, with
a current population of 3.2 million, perhaps
be designated as a single hearth servtee
area, served by one agency. But he also
proposed that since there are 15 area

development districts serving the state's
health needs, it might be better to have 15
separate service areas.
-Between the two extremes. There are
13 other possibilities," he joked.
A few council members said they leaned
toward a single service area with one
agency, possibly with the creation of subagencies for each of the add districts.
Dr. McElwain advised council members
to study the legislation and offer their best
thoughts on the subject. "Don't make the
mistake of thinking there's somebody who
knows about all this," he said.
(See Health, Page 16)
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Jackie Overton Presents
Program For Zeta Department
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday, February 27, at 7:30
p.m at the United Figure Salon
in the Central Shopping Center
with the theme of the meeting
being "Be A Ding-A-Ling."
Caldwell,
Codie
Mrs.
chairman of the program
committee, introduced Mrs.
Jackie Overton, owner of the
salon who has had nine years
in
working
experience
California with the Jack
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LaLanne Studio and who
recently acquired her present
salon after having been in
Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Overton introduced her
assistants, Mrs. Jane Willoughby and Miss Sally Davidson, the
latter a student at Murray State
University.
The Salon owner explained
the importance of exercise, not
only for one's looks but for
health and well-being as well.
She demonstrated and explained the various equipment
in the very attractive atmosphere of the salon.
Mrs. Salvatore Mattarazzo,
chairman, conducted the
business meeting. Various
committees gave reports. Mrs.
A. H. Titsworth reported on the
bicycle paths that have been
suggested.
Members voted to give $100 to
Mental Health. Mrs. Matarazzo
explained about the Woman's
Club participation in the KET
"Festival 75" on March 7-17.
Mrs. Donald Jones asked
members to continue saving S &
H stamps and bonus coupons to
be given to the Children's
Hospital in Lexington for
severely burned children. These
should be turned in by March 19.
Announcements were made of
the Garden Department Luncheon and Card Party on March
19 at 12:30 p.m. and the general
meeting and brunch on March
17 at 9130 a.m.
Hostesses for the evening
were Mesdames H. J. Bryan,
Henry Holton, Franklin Fitch,
Ace McReynolds, and Miss
Vivian Hale.
The next meeting will be the
annual breakfast at Perkins
Pancake House on Thursday.
March 20, at seven a.m.

The Purchase Area 4-H the completion of their record
Rabbit Club met at the A. books. An inventory of meat
Carman Pavilion at Murray rabbits and Easter bunnies was
State University and elected the taken to get ready for the spring
market.
following officers:
Local 4-H members who
President- Mike Clark; vicepresident - David Billington; would like to join the club
secretary - Tins Burchfield; should call Fred Gillum at the
treasurer - Kathy Clark; Calloway County Extension
reporter - Chris Clark; show Office, 753-1452.
chairman - Margaret Burchfield; commercial rabbit
.
PERSONALS
chairman - Greg Sanders.
Junior advisor for the new
and
PADuCAH
PATIENT
Fortney
club will be Tony
Mrs. Rainey Elkins of Murray
Bill Bailey will serve as junior
leadership chairman. Paul D. has been dismissed from
Bailey, president of the Jackson Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Purchase Rabbit Breeders
Equal quantities of fluid
Club, an American Rabbit whole milk and reconstituted
Breeders Association national nonfat dry milk make an exaffiliate, is the adult sponsor. cellent mix for youngsters to
The club members worked on drink.

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 14, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

orA

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may run into some opposition, but you need not let it
disturb your equilibrium or
your sense of humor. You
usually enjoy outwitting opposing forces.

Agent Perry Stanley of the
Paducah District of Life and
Casualty Insurance Company of
Tennessee has been appointed
an Associate Sales Manager in
the district for the Calloway,
Marshall, and Graves County
area.
Mr. Stanley, whose appointment is now in effect,
started working as an agent for
the company in August of 1973.
He resides in Benton.

TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti4W
A broad new concept of your
job is in the making, which you
should strive to understand.
Consultation with persons who
have bright, workable ideas
could change your strategies.

novel or the unfamiliar withoUt
due consideration.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J24Vrt
A fruitful day indicated, but
your returns may not be quite
as great as you expected.
Remain composed and ready to
shift to a lower gear in expectations—for the present, at
least.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
This day may be described as
a duel between promise and
performance. The effort expended and the direction taken
will be the deciding factors.
Think before acting!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Care needed in travel,
finances and job matters.
There's a tendency toward
carelessness which could lead
to needless errors.

GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
The cool-headed approach in
all matters will bring better
SCORPIO
Mtge lorrilet Cowley
results than the emotional one.
22)
Your fine skills and talents are (Oct, 24 to Nov.
Demonstrate your abilities in
due for recognition soon.
a tactful manner, bearing in
CANCER
mind that some may not see eye
(June 22 to July 23)
influences! Aim to eye with you. In the long run,
lunar
Fine
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WILL come
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early accomplishment, however, they
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Minnens Murray
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EMI
humor—AND patience.
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CAPRICORN
MURRAY Bel A., Center
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(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
0- On The Square
1
2114.4."q1
Anchor to a well-organized
PADUCAH Downtown Crossroads
program. Do not expose
McKENDE, TENN Shotsp,ng Nora
yourself to needless precarious
action, or make foolish comSPRING-1%M W.N.‘EAS FOR 7.5's
promises, to be later regretted.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 12"'".
You should have new ambition and incentive under day's
excellent influences. An
unexpected business transaction could prove highly

-
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Formal
Fantastics!

It's Spring Dress Up Timeand ilinnens has the
greatest Long Dresses!
Layaway NOW nt Winner's.'
Choose:
:Natural Wuslins
Polyester Sheers in
Solids and Prints
Pinafores
Graceful Angel Sleeue,
Sizes .5-15. 6-18

$35 $55
Long, Dress Shown
Pink Print Polyester Sheer

$42

By Abigail Ven Buren

Would this be a honeymoon or a re-run?

profitable.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ''
Not much planetary help
here, so day is practically your
own to mold. Try to conclude
long-term agreements if any
are pending.
YOU BORN TODAY are one
of the most versatile of all
Pisceans—and that is saying a
lot. So many fields are open to
you that, once properly trained
along chosen lines, there is
almost no limit to the successes
you can attain. You have a
great gift for science and could,
perhaps, make your greatest
mark in that field, but you also
have the makings of a fine
musician, a writer in almost
any branch of literature, a
statesman diplomat or painter
In fact, if you do not choose the
latter ass career, you may take
up one of the graphic arts as an
avocation. Traits to curb:
moodiness, tendencies toward
excessive gambling. Birthdate
of . Albert Einstein, physicist

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, very much against the
wishes of her mother and me, moved out of our home to live
with a boy she'd been going with for about a year.
After living together for two years, which they did
openly, they decided to get married. Now this daughter
wants me to foot the bill for a big church wedding in June.
She wants along white gown, veil, bridesmaids, flowers and
a catered dinner and reception for 300, complete with
orchestra.
Not only that, but she told her grandparents that iii case
they wanted any ideas on what to give her for a wedding
present, a Hawaiian honeymoon would really be great.
My question: Do you think the kind of wedding our
daughter wants is in order under the circumstances? And
what are your thoughts on a Hawaiian honeymoon?
FATHER OF THE BRIDE

DEAR ABBY: Our widowed mother, age 52, informed
her children, much to our surprise, that she had been dating
a man for the last three weeks.
- The following week, she called and said she wanted us
Aids to meet this man because she was thinking about
marrying him.
- Well, we met him, and he seemed very polite and friendly.
He told Mother that he was an undercover F.B.I. agent. My
brother was very skeptical, so he asked his wife's cousin,
who is on the police force, to run a check on this man. The
report came back that this man was not connected with any
law enforcement agency.
My brother and I got together and decided that we should
tell our mother what we found out, but before we had a
chance to tell her, she ups and marries this character.
Our question: Should we tell Mom? Or is it none of our
business now that she's married to him?
LOUSED UP IN LONGVIEW
DEAR LOUSED: You're right. It's none of your
business. She may be very happy with this man. If she isn't,
and asks you for help, then you can become involved. But
for now, the word from here is—cool it.
DEAR ABBY: What is your opinion of a non-Jewish
person who all of a sudden starts wearing a Star of David?
She went to Catholic schools all her life and couldn't
possibly believe in the Jewish faith.
JUST ASKING

Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call
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Burt Reynolds Strikes Again!
'It's my kind of film.
Booze, broads, car chases,
corruption and revenge —all
the things that make life
worthwhile!":-::k
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CONFIDENTIAL TO VIRGO: When a man tells the
woman who has been dating him exclusively for two years
that he thinks they should both start dating others,it's the
beginning of the end. Say farewell to your Pisces. There are
other fish in the sea.

Mu
meet
Cami

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know,- send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Leaky Dr..
Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
self-addressed, stamped 120e) envelope.

Price Per Square Yard includes Carpet, the 5924
sponge rubber cushion and installation.
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WILLIE AND CV ARE BUDDIES
HAVING THE LAUGH OF THEIR LIVES
PLAYING AMATEUR COPS. BUT
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SAVE 27% or $160.00
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MURRAY

ARIBA

Nylon shag plush pile
in o selection of 7 soft blend
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South Side Shoppin Center, Murray, Ky.
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DEAR JUST: I would assume that she believes in
someone who believes in the Jewish faith, and she doesn't
care who knows it.
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on o 40 sq. yd. purchase

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

The program was closed with
The Week of Prayer for Home
Missions was observed by the special prayer for all the
Baptist Young Women of the missionaries and their needs.
Flint Missionary Baptist
Those present were Sue
Church on Wednesday evening, Miller, leader, Diane Beale,
March 5.
Beverly Brittian, Joan Gilbert,
"Herein Is Hope" was the Mary Beth Imes, Paulette
theme of the program with Miller, and Jane Rice.
Diane Beale reading the
Cover Elements
scripture from Romans 12:12.
When you cook on an
Each BYW then told of the lives
electric range, save energy
of different missionaries on the
using pans that cover
by
home mission field and of their
the heat element entirety.
efforts of giving hope to all
More heat enters the pot
those in need, both spiritually
and less is lost to surroundand with special offerings.
ing air.

DEAR FATHER: After a couple has been living together
openly for two years, a wedding such as your daughter is
planning is, 1 think, in poor taste. Also, a Hawaiian
vacation would be lovely, but it could hardly be called a
"honeymoon." It would be more like a summer re-run.

Your Individual Horoscope

Perry Stanley Named
Agent Of Local Area
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Purchase Area 4-H Rabbit Club
Has Election_OLOfficers

Flint BYW Has Special Meet
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Attending the second annual musk festival for the piano students of Mrs. Linda
Wright at her home on February 22 were as pictured, Less Hoke, Wendy Lovett,
Carol Taylor, Tina Tidwell, Danette Doan, Lori Schanbacber, Leigh Anne Harmon, Sharon Boggess, Jo Beth Norwood, Greg Schanbacher, Cheryl Johnston,
Jena Hoke. Cindy Bartell, and Mrs. Wright. Each student gave a piano solo.

Awards were presented to Cindy Basiell, Cheryl Johnston, Wendy Lovett, Jo Beth
Norwood, Greg Schanbacher, and Loul Sehaabacher for participation in Murray
Music Teachers Association Recital Iii November. Fifth award for most piano
practice hours went to Wendy Lovett. Best performance awards went to Cheryl
Johnston, Cindy Bazzell, and Greg Schanbacher,

Fish Fry Will Be Held Saturday Night

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Thursday, March 13
Blankenship Circle of South
United
Grove
Pleasant
Methodist Women will meet
with Glenda Hill at seven p. m.

Bazaar by First Christian
Church Women will be from ten
a. in. to one p. m. at the
Calloway
Public
County
Library.

Homemakers Clubs will meet
as follows: Town and Country
with Geneva Giles, 1513 Oxford
Drive, Murray, at 7:30 p. m.,
and Dexter with June Pritchett
at 9:30 a. m.

"The Firebug" will be
presented at eight p. m. at MSU
Theatre.

Jazz Bands Concert, sponsored by MSU Music Department, will be at Lovett
Cumberland Presbyterian Auditorium at 7:30 p. in. No
Women of North Pleasant charge.
Grove Church will meet at
seven p. m. at church followed
North Murray Homemakers
by a church wide shower to help
with the newly built church Club will meet at the borne of
Mrs. Ivan Outland at 1:30 p. m.
kitchen.

Hazel Lodge No. 831 F&AM
.•The Firebug" will be
the lodge hall at
presented at the Murray State will meet at
University Theatre at eight p. 7:30 p.m.
m. with admission two dollars
Household shower for the
or a season ticket.
family of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
and
Potluck supper and book Thompson whose home
by fire
study by the Acteens, girls 12- contents were destroyed
the
17, of the First Baptist Church will be at seven p.m. at
will be held at six p.m. at the Community Room of the
Swarm building. Mrs. Steve Son Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
will teach the book.
Murray Newcomers Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the United
Campus Ministry building.
Bob Nolte of Paducah will
speak at the Maranatha
'. Christian Center, 12th and
Olive, Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 14
"Tasting Luncheon" will be
served from eleven a. m. to one
p. m. by the Calloway County
Homemakers Club at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church Educational
Building. Tickets are $1.05 each.
Annual Town and Gown
Dance, sponsored by MSU
Women's Society, will be at nine
p. in. at the WOW Hall.
Mesdames William Seale,
Howard Giles, Wayne Sheeks,
and Leo Blair have tickets at
$9.00 per couple.
Young Families workshop,
taught by Helen M. Stevens,
state specialist at U. K., will be
at 9:30 a. m. at the County
Extension office.

glass

DeprlISSi011
oil colors

Town-South
Antiques
642-4565
Htey. 64! South and 695
I matt south of Paris, Tann

'

A Fish Fry will be held at the
Alford Masonic Building at
Aurora on Saturday, March 15,
sponsored by the Masons and
Eastern Star of Alford Lodge.
Serving will be from five to
eight p. m. for all the fish one

can eat. Tickets will be $3.00 for
adults and $1.50 for children
under twelve.

-41

Of Interest To

4
:40

Senior
Citizens
Helen M. Stevens, state
specialist in Family Economics
and Home Management from
the University of Kentucky will
lead the discussion on 'Stretching Your Inflated Dollar' for
the Young Families Workshop
at the Little Chapel of the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray, on Friday, March 14,
at 9:30 a.m. All interested
persons are invited to attend,
according to Barletta Wrather,
county home demonstration
agent.

FLORIDA TRIP
Local persons making the
sight seeing tour with the
Graves County Senior Citizens
through Georgia and Florida
included Mrs. Jessie Mason,
Mrs. Tempest Paschall, Mrs.
Meme Mattingly, Mrs. Mary
Lamb, Mrs. Maggie Paschall,
and Mrs. Lottie Bowden. Included on the itinerary were St.
Augustine, Marineland.
Daytona Beach, Disney World,
Silver Springs, and Atlanta.

%/4I
•

Saturday, March 15
Fish fry will be from five to
eight p.m. at the Alford Masonic
Building, Aurora, sponsored by
Masons and Eastern Star.
Tickets are $3.00 adults and
61.50 for children under 12.

Open Fridays
Until II p.m.

"The Firebug" will be
presented at eight p. m. at MSU
Theatre.

4.

Chapter M of PEO will have a
luncheon at 12 noon at the home
of Mrs. A. H. Titsworth with
Mrs. H. L. Oakley as cohostess.

Pft.

Sunday, March 16
The Jackson Purchase Gun
Club, located on Highway 121
between Murray and Mayfield,
will hold its "March Open"
Skeet Shoot, consisting of three
events, 12 GA. - 100 Targets, 20
GA. - 50 Targets, and 410 GA. 50 Targets. Visitors and
spectators are welcome.

Are You Ready
For A Fresh Look?

Opin Fridays
Until $ p.m.

Bright's is ready.. with the freshest and moat versatile
dresses ever! Turn on Spring in style with an exciting selection from Bright's superior collection. All of the most

The Mures
',edger
Timev

important Spring colors and styles are represented in

0
edeRe

easy-care polyesters, cottons and blends. Choose from an
exciting assortment of junior, missy and half-sizes.
Moderately priced at 54.001, MAIO

Take Fashion In
Stride During '75

Dirty
CalPee

Look what's happened to the spectator! A daring touch of openness with a big dash of fashion twist set stops higher
heel for the contemporary looks in dresses and skirts!
LANA,from

is
PICTURE

Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.
Shag Specialists and Commercial Grade in Home
or Business

The prettiest way to celebrate all the Special tunes
ahead...you'll always find the dress you've dreamed of in our

Kirby Carpet

fantasy collection. Soft pastels and romantit prints is a style
Utat's sure to please. Available in jilnior and missy sizes at

•
500 Mapk

753-0359

Life Stride is avail-

able in green & white, bone

It's Prom Time!

SIM S. 73.00

24.00

or navy leather. The very
best from Life Stride!

44
44
1404,

20.00
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Girl Scouts Are
In The Forefront
dreds of other programs, the Girl
Scouts are always in the forefront,
offering a positive and creative
outlet for the energies of modern
youth.
We take this opportunity to
salute the citizens of Murray and
Calloway County who have
already sacrificed much of their
leisure time in order to serve the
Girl Scouts of America program,
and to salute those young people
in our community who are aiding
themselves and the rest of the
world at the same time by being
active participants in Girl Scouts.
Since its inception in 1912, Girl
We suggest that those who now
Scouting has instilled in its mem- have more leisure time than they
bership the highest ideals of know what to do with, do as the
and organization urges,"... be a Girl
service
character,
patriotism. Whether it be through Scout leader; it means so much to
programs of conservation, drug- our youth, and so much to all of
abuse prevention or any of hun- us."

They are nearly 4 million
strong, and come from every
ethnic, racial, economic and
cultural group in the nation.
They work together, learn
together, play together and
overall, help make the United
States a better place in which to
live.
They are Girl Scouts of the USA,
an organization which proudly
commemorates its 63rd anniversary during Girl Scout week,
being observed nationally March
9-15 this year.

Letters To The Editor

Thanks For Donation
Dear Editor:
The Jackson Purchase Rabbit Breeder's
Club would like to thank you for your
donation to our Fall Fur Classic Rabbit
Show. The Show was a success and your
support helped make it possible to stage
such an outstanding event.
A normal show will have 180 entrants, 20
exhibitors, one judge, ten animals in fur
competition and two meat pens. The Fall
Fur Classic held November 9, 1974, the
second show we have had, had 338 rabbits,
41 exhibitors, two judges, 56 in fur competition and ten meat pens. This is more
success than we expected. You had a

major role to play in making the Fall Fur
Classic Rabbit Show that successful.
Thank you very much for your consideration. Over $600 was paid out in
premiums to the winners. Contestants
came from six surrounding states; many
of them seeing the Jackson Purchase for
the first time. Our future plans are to host
two shows per year.
Our Club wishes yOu a happy and
prosperous year.
Sincerly,
Paul D. Bailey, President
Jackson Purchase Rabbit Breeder's
Club-Murray State University

Still Thinking Of Children
Dear Editor:
In my first year of retirement from
teaching, I'm still thinking of ow' children
and youth with a desire to help them.
Reading about Frances E. Willard's great
love and desire to help all mankind, impressed me. Although she received her
M.A. Degree and taught in University 100
years ago, I believe her philosophy of
education is applicable today. It is as
follows,
"My contention is that the true teacher's
office, in home, Sunday school, and public
school, and elsewhere, is to explain the
little child to himself, and afterwards to go
as far as may be in the effort to explain the
universe to him. I believe the first object of
a teacher is to orient the pupil concerning
'heart within and God o'erhead' to teach
him the divine truth upon which is based
the physical well-being.
"For as words are the carriage in which
thoughts ride, so the human body is the
soul's chariot, and that human soul will
become a dethroned charioteer unless he
understands his vehicle. Let us make of
him a Sir Galahad whose daily life shall
eloquently say, 'My strength is as the
strength of ten, because my heart is pure.'
For though man's forehead by lifted

towards the stars, his feet are firmly
planted on the earth, and a sound pure
mind must have a pure sound body in
which to dwell."
Maybe we have been leaving off
character training, for we want to teach
them to make the world a better place in
which to live.
Could her thoughts concerning public
education help us, too? She says, "I would
organize a school as the national government is organized...and would make the
discipline of our young people's formative
years a direct preparation and rehearsal
for their formal participation in the
government of their country later on.
As a democratic form of government
inspires the sentiment of loyalty to itself,
and implies the duty of all patriotic
citizens to bring to justice those whose
conduct threatens the public welfare, so in
an institution where the pupils are intrusted with a part of the responsibility
and where the possibility of selfgovernment is set before them, it is a
logical inference that they will stand by
the government of which they form a
Part.• Lorene Clayton
Hazel, Ky.
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University School Youngsters
Feel Inflation In Sweet Tooth
By M. C. Garrott
About 35 Murray State University School
youngsters in the classes of Miss Venona
Rogers and Mrs. Janice Rose sat down the
other day and defined something that has
been a point of much concern for their
elders lately: Inflation.
With their concrete grasp of things, the
little folk came up with some answers
considerably more graphic than those of
the experts who have been making all
kinds of noise and grappling with the
situation to little avail for months. Here
are some of their reactions:
++++++
Kellie Overbey—"Inflation means that
more and more people are having to buy
less and less food because of the prices
going up."
David Bailey—"I think inflation is
awful, because I can't even buy a candy
bar for 10 cents any more. I wish I could
follow a rainbow toils end and find a pot of
gold, so maybe then I could buy a candy
bar."
Michael Spoerner—"Inflation means
that my allowance will drop.Some 65 cents
stuff is $2.65 now. You can't buy a candy
bar for under 20 cents. You can't have a
big sack. It's hard on a kid, because if you
have a dollar it won't last a week."
Suzanne Pitman—"It means higher
prices. No more candy bars or gum or
anything, because candy prices rise up but
the candy goes down."
Kevin Cole—"Inflation means no more
deserts, and not being able to go on
summer vacation."
++++++
Gail Horn—"I think inflation is stupid.
The last time my mother saw the price of
sugar she almost fainted. The price of
sugar and other things these days in incredible. Another thing about it is when it
comes on TV, I miss my show."
Ben Underwood—"Inflation is robbing
people. The price for a room on the Florida
beach is doubled. I'll not write any more
because I need to save paper."
Thais Lanning—"Inflation means not
being able to eat a candy bar and less gas
to use. Can't go on trips anymore."
Jacque Dean—"If you take two dollars
to Burger Queen you hardly get any
change back."
Susan Lindauer—"Inflation is when you
watch television and see the Cambodians
starving to death and being able to think
that our country is in such trouble that a
little trouble would send some of us
starving to death."
++++++
Marcia Cunningham—"Taking a
quarter to the store and only being able to

Consumer Comments

From The
Kentucky Attorney
General's Office
The mail comes through the rain, snow,
sleet, hail and gloom of night — but do your
mail order purchases always come, too?
Last year, our office had over 250 complaints about mail order purchases.
Some consumers complained about
orders which they never received. Others
complained they received merrhandise
other than what they had ordered. Other
consumers, who sent cash with their orders and did not receive their merchandise, found that the companies had
just disappeared, with the consumers'
dollars, of course. Other complaints we
have received involved companies that
reported the requested merchandise "out
of stock"; they were still out of stock
months later.
If you purchase through the mail, be
sure you are dealing with an established
firm, rather than some fly-by-night
operation. Figure the postage and handling fees and add them to the purchase
price. Then, compare that total with the
price of the same or similar items in local
stores. It may be cheaper to buy locally
find out, before you order.
There is a Mail Fraud Statute, enacted in
1872, to protect consumers and legitimate
mail order companies from swindlers. If
you have a complaint about a mail order
purchase, you can contact your local
postmaster, your area postal inspector, or
you can write directly to the chief postal
inspector, Washington, D. C. 20260. Each
year, the Postal Inspection Service handles over 100,000 complaints alleging mail
fraud or misrepresentation.
There are other complaints which don't
indicate fraud but just involve a misunderstanding, or inefficient or incompetent
business practices.
Consumers with mail order complaints,
or any other type of consumer complaints,
should contact the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection. Kentucky consumers may call toll-free on the
Consumer Hotline: 1-800-372-2960, or they
may write to: Attorney General's Division
of Consumer Protection. The Capitol,
Room 34, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
If you'd like to hear more about consumer protection, tune in your TV set to
the Cortetimer Survival Kit,-a new eeries
designed to help save you headaches and
money. Check your local listings on
Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday for the
exact times and channels
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10 Years Ago

buy a candy bar. Perhaps we did not
realize how lucky we were until gas went
to 53 cents a gallon, milk to 88 cents and a
pound of hamburger to 89 cents. Three
years ago no one thought of inflation."
Raymond Abbott—"I don't like inflation
because the 10-cent candy bars have gone
up to 15 cents. And the basketball cards
have gone up, too. It costs more to eat at
restaurants and buy food."
Shannon Beam—"I think inflation is a
bunch of nothing but talk. Most of the
people spend money foolishly."
Jennifer Grogan—"My mother said that
the last time she saw the prices of candy,
she left the store. I think inflation is stupid.
++++++
Scotty Vaughn—"Inflation means
nothing to me because!don't care about it.
It's wasting paper like this."
Gary Root—"It's not just our parents
who have been hurt by inflation, but us
kids, too. Candy is 15 and 20 cents for less
of it. What do we do, Mr. Ford?"
Jeffrey Garrott—"I think inflation is
dumb. The world would be a lot better if
everybody was not so greedy."
Chuck Story—"Inflation means less gas
and food prices going up. If you want to
know who started this stupid thing, the
presidents started it by giving other
countries food and armed forces."
Randy Cantrell—"Inflation is money
wasted and teachers making a dumb
assignment like this. It's when you can't
buy anything for less than a dollar."
John Lindauer—"Inflation means that
when you have a dollar, you can't even buy
one piece of candy."
Neil Segal—"Inflation is when they
shrink the size of the candy bars and make
the wrappers bigger."
++++++
Wilson Simmons—"Inflation means
taking a bath, floating on water, getting
fat, getting pretty, being nice, being
happy, growing up, and prices going up."
Brett Puckett—"Inflation Is bad because
it is robbing people of money, and makes
people rob banks and homes. Families are
going hungry."
Rebbie Houston—"Inflation is prices
going up higher, like a candy bar cost 5
cents, then it goes up to 10 cents, then it
goes up to 15 cents."
Robert Stout—"Cokes used to be 15
cents. Now they are 20 cents. Bubble gum
used to be one cent, now it is two cents.
Snickers used to be 10 cents, now they are
15 cents. A gallon of gas used to cost 29
cents, now it is 56 cents. That's what inflation means to.me."

The Murray-Calloway County Library
Board has signed a lease on the building at
Seventh and Main, formerly known as the
Kroger or IGA Building, for use of the
public library during the pilot demonstration. Calloway County is one of two
counties in Kentucky selected by the
Department of Libraries for such a
demonstration.
Deaths reported are Mrs. A. F. (Hub)
Doran and Mrs. Etna Mae Elkins.
Airman Thomas G. White, son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. Clifford White, is serving
aboard the USS Independence in the
Caribbean.
"Flavil Robertson talked with Explorer
Post 45 about the Murry Fire Department. Made a good impression on the boys,
we understand," from the column, "Seen
& Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
North Marshall beat South Marshall and
Tilghman beat Carlisle County to advance
to the finals of the First Regional
Basketball Tournament.

20 Years Ago
Pvt. Glenn T. Eaker has left for Camp
Kilmer, N. J., for his assignment in
Germany.
Howie Crittenden of Murray State
College basketball squad was named on
the Kentucky-Wesleyan All-Opponent
basketball team by the college at Owensboro.
Waylon Rayburn and E. Leon Collie of
Murray will attend the Kentucky convention of WOW at Louisville March 20-22.
"Mr. and Mrs. Karl Frazee must derive
a lot of pleasure from their place on Main
Street," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Ken Slaughter, formerly of Murray,
elected president of the Mayfield Junior
Chamber of Commerce.

Funny
Funny World
Milford, N. H. — Thieves often are
charged with forcible entry, but forcible
exit? In this southern New Hampshire
town a service station was broken into
recently and a 1955 car inside the service
area was stolen. The driver didn't take
time to raise the large overhead door to the
service bay; the car was simply driven
through it. ( Faster's Democrat)

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The radicals in every decade since the
French Revolution have attempted to
bring everybody down to the same level, to
create a classless society. They have
succeeded best in the United States, where
there now exists only one class of citizen —
the overtaxed.

Bible Thought
For as yet they knew not the scripture,
that he must rise again from the dead.
John 29:9.
The gift of a new life and a fresh start is
available to us because Jesus Christ died
but rose again:

Today In
History
11, The 4.4.4.1aied Preis

Today is Thursday, March 13th, the 72nd
day of 1975. There are 293 days left in the
year. Today's highlight in history:
In 1868, impeachment proceedings
against President Andrew Johnson began
in the U.S. Senate. He was acquitted on
May 26th.
On this date—
In 1567, the Regent of the Netherlands,
Margaret of Parma, used German mercenaries to annihilate 2,000 Calvinists.
In 1925, a new law went into effect in
Tennessee to forestall the teaching of
evolution.
In 1938, Nazi Germany annexed Austria
after invading the country.
In 1939, the Germans issued an
ultimatum to Czechoslovakia.
In 1942, British bombers pounded the
German city of Cologne.
In 1962, the American First Lady, Mrs.
John Kennedy, began a goodwill visit to India.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon Johnson said he would send to Congress a
sweeping bipartisan bill to erase all discrimination against citizens seeking to
register and vote.
Five years ago: A strike by San Francisco city employes halted public transportation and crippled virtually all other
city operations.
One year ago: The oil-producing Arab
countries agreed to end their five-monthold embargo .on petroleum sales to the
United States.
Today's birthdays: Band leader Sammy
Kaye is 65. Former US. Ambassador to
Britain Walter Annenberg is 67.
Thought for today: To like and dislike
the same things — that is indeed true friendship — Sallust, Roman scholar, 86-34 B-C.

The Alcoholic Person
a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
It is a human tendency of
many in the field of alcoholism to set up programs of
services that are judged to
be "comprehensive" and
"ideal." But NIAAA holds
that there is no single set of
essential service components
that will guarantee a successful program.
In the continuing evaluation of programs supported
throughout the nation by
NIAAA, the agencies and people involved are being asked
to review their services and
change them where necessary
to make them more person
oriented.
The goal of broad-based
programs should not be
merely providing services, but
the satisfaction of human
needs through services. The
distinction may be only a
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Understanding Alcoholism

You read and hear much
about the "alcoholic"—but
that word is never used as a
noun at the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism.
Banistiment of the word is
not due to a mere bureaucratic quirk. Al the Institute
it is felt that calling someone
an alcoholic tends to depersonalize a human being who
happens to be suffering from
the illness of alcoholism.
Hence the rule for no name
calling. An alcoholic, never:
it must be "an alcoholic person."
The Institute, which is a
part of HEWs Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health
Administration, is determined
to keep an unremitting focus
on the person in all its programs.

AD!
NU

matter of emphasis, but that
is enough. Services are the
means, not the end.
The human needs in tihi!
field are different for different
persons and different communities. The goal should be
providing the specially tailored
services that meet the needs
of persons in particular communities. There should be integration of services and followup to ensure that the needs
are fully met.
Some examples of improvements that might be made are.
more followup of patients
after their release from detoxification or "drying out"
centers: avoiding over-concentration on public inebriates to
the neglect of the "hidden
majority" of still-productive
people with alcohol problems:
more adequate systems for

getting people into treatment,
and reaching people earlier in
the development of their problem.
Numerous other examples
could be cited. While significant progress has been made
in recent years, we must place
even greater emphasis on
people-oriented activities fully
responsive to individual human needs and differences.
"From program to people"
is a kind of rallying cry being
used by NIAAA in working
with the many State and local
agencies, community groups.
and other organizations nationwide which are participating in the ongoing fight
against alcoholism.
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For more information about
alcoholism, write to NIAAA.
P.O. Box 1345, Rockville,
Maryland 20852.

Let's Stay Well
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Lawsuits Increase Health Costs
The high cost of health care is
growing higher, partly became
of lawsuits against practicing
physicians
The majority of physicians
carry insurance agairst lawsuite The number of suits has
been increasing, and settlements
of many of them have been for
large sums of money. As a result,
the cost of such insurance
coverage, so-called malpractice
insurance, has sharply increased_ Most ,physicians pass
the cost of this insurance along
to their patients as an expense in
maintaining a practice.
A number of insurance companies have had to discontinue
their malpractice policies and
others have had to increase premiums markedly.
However, medical casts are increased also because the physi-

BLASINGAME
By F.J.L Blasingame. M.D.
Q. Miss EN., in her twenties
cian often feels that he has to than become exposed to the risks
practice defensive medicine — of lawsuits and damage to their and never pregnant, complains
one of her nipples persisthat
for the record. As a result, he reputations
may have to perform added
Certain specialties have been tently itches She has tried
laboratory and X-ray examina- more affected than other& For various ointments,
A. Such itching can be very
tions to protect himself in case example. the orthopedic surgeon
such facts may be necessary five years ago paid about $750 troublesome. You should see a
later in court. Patients may be per year for malpractice in- physician If the skin changes
kept in the hospital longer. Such .surance which costs him today are significant and medical
treatment does not give Prompt
practices drive up health care about $6.000
costs dramatically,
In Canada and many other relief, he may' want to remove a
The frequency of lawsuits countries, such lawsuits are srnall portion for microscopic exforces physicians to be hesitant much less common, and the set- amination.
in performing any procedures tlements are less costly.
which may be risky and in
The problems associated with
Q. Mr. DT says that he had a
which the outcome may be ad- lawsuits related to the health case of "shingles- and wants to
verse. Such a legal climate may care area are -out of hand and know
whether' he is .rantected
prevent progress in medicine are increasingliealth care costs
from havink a seConcLattack
and lessen the chances of pa- to an unwarranted degree. If
A. "Shingles"!herpes-zoster) Ls
tients receiving the most -4wwwww-and physicians -cannot
progressive professional health resolve these problems a virus infection which usually
care.
promptly, public preoure may gives permanent immunity
.
Many older physicians are force the government to try to do against a future attack
• United Feature Syndicate
•
retiring from practice rather sk
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Hospital Report
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Paris Landing Will Host Arts And Craft Show

ADULTS 115
The second annual -Summer
NURSERY 2
in the Park" Arts and Crafts
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Dick (mother - Festival will be held July 26-27
Phyllis Sue), Rt. 1, Box 439A at Paris Landing State Park,
the Trt-County Arts and Crafts
Mayfield.
.Guild has announced.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sarah Scarbrough, Rt. 6,
Murray, Jesse Wayne Redden,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Rebecca Jo
Page,Rt. 1 Box 161 A, Mayfield,
Mrs. Catherine Jones, 402'2 N.
1st, Murray, Horaie Herschell
Key, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Mary
Las Morris, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Cammie V. Lovins, 416
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. JoAnn
Alexander, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Wanda Sue Colson, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Willie Cooksey, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Lynne J.
Bailey, B-5, Fox Meadows 'Fri.
Pk., Murray, Mrs. Betty L.
Gallimore, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Gayle Lueaver, Rt.
1, Hardin, Mrs. Luna Pace
McWane, Hardin, Mrs. Celia S.
Lawrence, 321 Woodlawn,
Murray, Jesse H. Harrison, 523
Maple St., Fulton, Mrs. Sodie
Cook, 614 Broad Ext., Murray,
Mrs. Ryon Stewart,1404 Hughes
Ave., Murray,John S. Stamper,
New Concord, Commie E. Cain
Sr., 805 S. 4fii,liturray.
March 4, 1975
Adults 128
Nursery 2
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Pryor (mother
Karol), 807 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Baby Boy Merrell
(mother Frances), Rt. 2,
Buchannan, Tenn. _
DISMISSALS
W. Corbid Chambers, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Peggy J. Chilton,
Rt. 1, Box 115, Kirksey, Miss
Freda K. Duncan, Rt. 6,
Murray, Roger S. Chitwood,
Box 672, Murray, Miss Tina J.
Todd, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Phyllis S. Dick and Baby Boy,
Rt. 1, Box 439A, Mayfield, Mrs.
Ruth M. Thornton, Pine Bluff
Shores, Hamlin, Mrs. Mary W.
Outland, 1700 Holiday Rd.,
Murray, William W. McMillen,
1500 Clayshire Dr., Murray,
Master James S. Coleman, Rt.
2, Paris, Tenn., Miss Della J.
Brown, P. 0. Box 395, Hazel,
Mrs. Virginia M. Pannell, 1606
Catalina Dr., Murray, Steven L.
Carr, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Jeanette
Hernadez, Hamlin, Mrs.
Martha A. Ashlock, Rt. 2, Paris.
Tenn., Mrs. Hilda 1. McCuiston,
Rt. 5, Box 302, Murray, Mrs.
Ona Whitnell, 1219 Dogwood,
Murray, Joseph D. Grim, 243
Riviera Cts., Murray, William
E. Suiter, 103 S. 12th., Murray.
March 9, 1975
ADULTS 119
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Ellis (mother
Patricia,) Almo, Baby Girl
Teague (mother Donna), Rt. 3,
Box 181, Murray.
__
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Blanche B. Hatcher, Rt.
2, Murray, Mrs. Marine
Grooms, 412 S. 10th., Murray.
Paul Edwards, Rt. 1, Box 82A,
Murray, James T. Fain, Rt. 7,
Box 204, Murray, Miss Karen S.
Robinson, Rt. 3, Murray,
William J. Gargus, Rt. 7, Box
269, Murray, Buel E. Stalls, 407
N. 5th., Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
V. Scott, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Thelma Stacy, 208 Moore St.,
Clinton, Mrs. Wanda J
Eldridge, 719 S. 4th., Murray,
James E. Powers, Rt. 1, New
Concord, Danny D. Duncan, Rt.
1, Hazel, William A. Farmer,
1002 Main, Murray, Mrs. Mary
E. Rowlett (expired), New
Concord.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hazel of offer for sale such itesns as
Paris, Route 6, will serve again painting, scultpure, jewelry,
dulcimers, handicrafts and
this year as co-chairmen
The festival brings together a others.
"Applications are already
wide variety of artists and
-raftsmen who will exhibit and being received from soclibitors

Items ranging from cornat the park was
here and out of town," the attendance
shuck dolls to blacksnuth tools,
estimated at 17,000 visitors.
Hazels said."We expect close to
Each exhibitor - professional from oil paintings to clay
NO exhibitors, which would be
have a 12:412 figurines were shown last year.
about twice what we had Last or amateur - will
foot booth area. No admission In addition, many artists and
year."
will be charged to the public, craftsmen practiced their skills
During the weekend of last and visitors will be free to in demonstrations scattered
year's festival, Paris Landing wander about the area across the area.
The festival again this year
Park Supt. Luther Jones said examining art and craft items.

will be centered around the
park's main picnic pavilion, tbe
•
Hazel's said.
Applications to exhibit in tike
festival may be obtained froth
members of the Guild or tip
contacting the Hazels at Route4
Box 294 Paris, Tenn. 38242 or
call 642-9142.

SPRING SALE
A.:.1ALI SA IA
Prices Good thru Sunday

Ladies

Ladies

Tee
Shirts

Wrangler
Jeans

Flare leg denim jeans
different styles.
in
Sizes 3-16
Shirts in 100% cotton, also
65 polyester/ 35 cotton in
assorted colors and prints.

Mens

Short Sets

Slack Set

Use Your
Bank CreditCard at
Big K!

Girls

Girls 4 to 6x

Boys 2-4

Jeans

188
Cute slack sets have
tops with 2-button placket in 100% polyester and
double knit slacks. Assorted colors.

Tee Tops

Sets come in solid, jacquard and screen print
combinations. In 100%
polyester or nylon. Assorted colors.

Neat Tee shirts with sayings flocked on the front.
In grey, white and heathers. Sizes small, medium and large.

Football
Shirt

Dress
Slacks

Reg. 1.88

Easy-care jeans in 50/
50 polyester and cotton
twill with flare legs. Sizes 29/42 in while.

Mens
Nylon Mesh

Mens
Double Knit

Fantastic tee tops in antron
nylon feature old favorites
like W.C. Fields, Groucho
and Chaplin. Sizes 4 to 14.
Reg. 1.88

Girls

Denim Jeans

Get these cute
screen print riddle tee shirts.
Sizes 8 to 16.

Permanent Press
Permanent press de"
2
1
nim jeans with 2/
waistband and flare
legs. 2 slash front
Pockets. Sizes 7-14
in navy.

Waltz
Gown

about
A .44
kville

Football shirt of
100% nylon has
rubberized nylon
letter, front and
back. In blue,
gold, red, green. (
light blue and
navy. S-X L.

100°, polyester
double knits in
blister
solid
patterns. Black
& brown. Sizes 29-42.

Ladies
Moc Pump

Boys
Polyester
Knit

Sport
Shirts

Reg. 6.44
Grained uppers with
white topstitch trim,
medium heel. Black
in sizes to 10.

is so Ipopular/
Pretty, solid color and print waltz
length gowns in
sizes small, medium and large.

as these learnerive
14oden2 reckthees dolled
won derrcale cdeured pearrs
my epareyes ode turotxxse

cg precctus mat* beisolets
Asseabe nI exeunt
String Soso iseleilrkS
1120 12e Gold Feed or
sdurces tee Gold

Mens Side-Zip

Harness Boot

Girls 4 to 14

Polyester
Shorts

twenties
mplairts
persiss tried

100% poi ye:ter knit in rit
pattern. Short
sleeves.
1
hest pocket.
izes 8 to 18.

Reg. 9.96
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Lindsey's
Jewelers
Court Square

Girls 100% polyester pull-on solid color shorts.
Assorted colors,
sizes 4 to 14.

Short sleeve tops
easy care
in
blends in several styles. Gingtiam, print and
combinasolid
tions. In red and
navy.• Sizes 32-

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Of

_4

Acres of Free Parking
ty Employer
Limit Rights Reserved

Smooth vinyl uppers accented by
harness strap and new squared
toe. Sizes 7-11 in brown.

753-8777
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Tilghman Catches On Fire Late
To Nail Hickman County 58-42
By MIRE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Peach turnovers.
They played a great role in
top-rated Paducah Tilghrnan's
58-42 Regitshal Tournament win
Wednesday night over Hickman
County.
For Tilghman, a sackful of
Falcon turnovers was just
peachy. And for Hickman
County,the turnovers were sour
apples.
The turnovers weren't the
kind you eat with milk. Instead,
these were the kind that are
made in basketball games, like
bad passes, walking violations
etc.
And just as quick as they put
Hickman County in the game,
they put the Falcons out.
Trailing 26-17 early in the
second quarter, the Falcons
.began applying pressure to
Tilghman. And the result: By
halftime, the Falcons were
--behind by only a point as the
Blue Tornado committed 14
turnovers in the first half.
And then with just under four
minutes left in the game, the
Falcons were trailing 42-38.
And then they started throwing
the ball away and Tilghman
wound up winning the contest
by a most-deceiving 16-point
margin.
"Turnovers got us in the
game and turnovers got us out

4- the game," Falcon Coach Robinson and that was the
game.
Dale Ray said.
In the first half, Tilghman,
"We turned the ball over too
many times and that got us which never trailed in the
right out of the game. Plus our contest, led by as much as 12
big kid (6-5 junior center Tim points at one time, that being 22.Larkin wasn't blocking out on 10 late in the second period. But
the boards very well late in the a basket by Larkin with 20
seconds left followed by a threegame.
"We went after the ball in- point play by Robert Barclay
stead of the man and that hurt left Illghtnan leading only 72-15
us. They had four putbacks late at intermission.
Down 30-21 late in the third
in the game on offensive
rebounds following missed free period, the Falcons struck
throws. That hurt us worse than again.
Ricky Weatherspoon knocked
anything."
With 3:30 left in the contest in a 25-footer, Barclay followed
and the Tornado leading by with a long shot, Weatherspoon
four, junior guard Tyrone scored on a fastbreak and
Goodwin stepped to the line for Larkins hit two charity tosses.
And with 2:05 left in the period,
the bonus.
He missed the shot but 6-4 the Falcons trailed 30-29.
Robinson hit a bucket to boost
senior standout Cliff Robinson
was there for the rebound and the Big Blue lead to three before
Weatherspoon knocked in a 35the Tornado led 44-38.
The next time Goodwin footer with eight seconds left to
stepped to the line, he didn't leave Tilghman with a 32-31
miss his free throw chances. lead going into the fianl actionAnd with 2:53 left, Tilghman packed period.
"We expected Hickman
went up 46-38.
Hickman County countered County to slow the ball down,"
with a basket and trailed by six Tilghman Coach Berny Miller
at 46-40 but Tilghman then ran said.
"That kind of game is really
off five consecutive points and
increased the margin'up to 11 at difficult to break up. And being
aware of something doesn't
51-40.
Then in the final minute, necessarily mean you can
Goodwin went wild as he correct it.
"Really,! think we had a bad
combined on three consecutive
baskets
with game, offensively. We had 14
fastbreak
turnovers in the first half and
only got off 18 shots. If we'd
been able to shoot half of those
turnovers, we'd had a 15-20
point lead at halftime."
It was the super aggressive
Tilghman defense that finally
took its toll on Hickman County,
forcing the Falcons into the late
turnovers.
Another move, which Miller
thinks helped, was taking out
senior guard Charlie Dunbar
late in the game and bringing in
junior guard Bobby Warren.
'We wanted to bring in a
fresh defensive man plus we
wanted to make them come

outside more so we could work
the ball under. Warren startec.
against them when we played
them earlier in the year and
they knew he could shoot, Miller
said.
Falcon Coach Dale Ray said
the move paid well for Tilghman because that's what
happened. Hickman County
came out after Warren and the
Tornado wound up getting inside.
Hickman County ends it
season with a 14-14 record.
Weatherspoon paced the
Falcon scoring with 14 while
Larkin added 13.
For Tilghman, Goodwin
finished with a game-high 23 on
9-14 shooting from the field and
5-7 from the line while Robin-

son, who hit six of seven from
the field, added 16.
Tilghman will tkke a 28-2
record into their 8:45 p.m
Friday game with Calloway
County,

All Snapper mowers meet ANSI safety specificanons

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
re-vaeae

$21

fe ft pi

Proctor
Dunbar
Robinson
Greer
Goodwin
Warren
Totals
Hickman
Mennen

2 3
1 0
6 4
4 0
9 5
1 0
23 12
8 7 16
12 10 10

tP
7
2
16
8
23
2
56
i-42
26-58

First Baptist Church
Murray, Ky.

March 16 - 21

Youth Banquet

the
fitutflY
(41141thp4
concert
monday, march 17
7:00 p.m. activities bldg
tickets $1.00

RANDY MATTHEWS IS AN EXCITING AND DYNAMIC CHRISTIAN
MUSICIAN AND ENTERTAINER, HE, PRESENTS THE MESSAGE OF
CHRIST IN A MOST UNIQUE WAY. YOUTH THRW' -UNIVERSITY
AGE ARE INVITED, TICKETS MAY BE PUOCH4SED FROM YOUTH
OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
aikaatkaatkaatkaa*aekaek-AWANAWANaWkaa*,;,ekaa*a

178.14 $2395*
r

F78.14
G78:14
G78 .15

H73.14
H78.15

BRE,
- from I

,STEEL BELTED
RADIAL

Nor
Blemished

WHITEWALLS
111178x13
ER 78x14
78x14
GR 78x14.
HR78x14
GR 78x 15
HR 78x 1 5
JR 78x 1 5
LR 78x 1 5

Lube and Oil Change

$39.95'
$44.95
$46.95
$48.95
$51.95
$48.95
$51.95
• $54.95
$58.95

$349

'Transmission, differential oil check Complete Chassis tube
"Price includes oil and labor
*Phone for Appointment(Includes op to 5 Os. of oil)

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Willie Wood, six-time All-Pro
defensive back for the National
Football League's Green Bay
Packers, has been named assistant head coach of the World
Football League's Philadelphia
Bell.
Bell Coach Ron Waller said
Wednesday Wood, who played
in eight pro bowls, would have
primary responsibility for the
Bell's defense.
Wood played 12 years for the
Packers and has been an assistant coach for the San Diego
Chargers since his retirement
in 1971.

WEEK

B78x13
Cx14
78

num

'All Tires Pius F.E.T.82.1610 $3.60

WORN OUT SHOCK AtS011111113 CAUSE EKIENSIVE
TIRE WEAR

SNOCII NIMBUS SHOULD ALWA11 K
IIEPUCED IN SETS Of 4 FON MAIIMIMI SNITY,
COMF011, *NO ECONOMY $
3952
Comploto set of
heavy duty shocks

y•VesiOt.*-,Z*Vet*Vt.XIVe*Vt*VtsiSty,.,t*SM*Ve*S
M\

YOUTH

-4-14y--POLIES1ER--7
WHITEWALLS 'Poly 180
95*

New Assistant

• Snapper Tillers are tough and rugged. • Instant
depth adjustment. •Proper balance. •Fingertip
controls. • Sealed chain drive transmission.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

TYRONE STRIKES AGAIN—herder sward Tyrone Goodwin of
Paducah Tilghman vies his speed to strike again against Hickman
County. Criierang, or watching, Goodwin is Robert Barclay. Goodwin
tossed in 23 points for the Mae Tornado.

ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL
$1095

4Shocks Installed

Phis $2.00 for ,
Gars with air

(Stuff near by Dove Colwell

76ers Keep Their Slim
Playoff Hopes Alive
By The Associated Press
Thanks to Harvey Catchings,
the Philadelphia 76ers kept
their slim National Basketball
Association playoff hopes alive
and dimmed Portland's.
"His performance was signifcant," Philadelphia Coach Gene
Shue said of the 6-foot-9 rookie
from Hardin-Simmons "He got
13 rebounds and blocked five
shots in his 31 minutes on the
floor, his most of the season."
The 76ers came back from a
12-point deficit and edged Portland 91-88. That gives Philadelphia 31 victories for the season, only two behind Cleveland's 33 and one behind New
York's 32. Those are the Eastern Conference teams in the
running for the wild-card playoff spot.
In the Western Conference
bid, Detroit has 35 victories,
Milwaukee 32 and Portland 30
as the regular season is rapidly
drawing to a close.
With Catchings leading the
way, Philadelphia dominated
the backboards, grabbing a 5939 edge in rebounds.
"We can't be out-rebounded
as much as that and win," said
Portland head coach Len Wilkens."
Billy Cunningham, who paced
the 76ers with 27 points, also
pqjnted to Catchings' stellar
perforrrurnce.
"He came in and gave us a
little spark," Cunningham said.
In a slim NBA schedule
Wednesday, Boston edged

Phoenix 88-82 and Washington
clobbered Houston 117-88.
Bullets 117, Rockets 88
With Mike Riordan leading
the way, the Washington Bullets raced out to a 34-25 first
quarter lead and coasted to
their 30th victory in 34 home
games. Riordan finished with
26 points, high for the game.
Celtics 88, Suns 82
Eight points in the final 90
seconds by John Halicek
sparked the Boston Celtics to a
narrow victory over the Phoenix Suns. JoJo White paced the
winners with 20 points.

Where
the
future
is
now
Freeda Kuykendall
753-4567 or 247-3528
CiAretropoiltan Life
Mere &future is now
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BREAK TO THE PAIDD41- Greg Byers (410 of tho takers gets ready to break toRie mid& to fah a pets
trom teammate Tommy Futrell. Playing defense for Wino° are Harry Johnson (20) and Ernie Stewart (44).
(staff metes ey D.Ways)
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44.95
16.95
18.95
51.95
$8.95
51.95
54.95
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By The Associated Press
After playing second fiddle to
UCLA, Southern California has
a chance to be a top banana
after all this season.
The Trojans start toward that
goal tonight in the National
Invitational
Commissioners
Basketball Tournament in
Louisville, Ky.
The perrenial also-rans behind UCLA's annual Pacific-8
Conference champions open
their NCIT bid against Drake
of the Missouri Valley Conference in one half of a doubleheader.
Arizona of the Western Athletic Conference and Southern
Conference representative East
Carolina also meet tonight as
the eight-team field begins play
for the NCIT championship.
On Friday night, Purdue of
the Big 10 takes on Big Eight
contender Missouri and Tennessee of the Southeastern Conference meets Bowling Green
of the Mid-American Conference.
The semifinals are set for
Saturday night and the title
game will be played Sunday
afternoon. Southern Cal, incidentally, finished second in
this tourney last season to Indiana, which is now in the
NCAA playoffs.
While the major colleges
were looking forward to a tournament, the small college

teams were playing theirs.
Old Dominion, Assumption,
Tennessee State and New Orleans won quarter-final games
in the NCAA College Division II
tournment at Evansville, Ind.
Eight teams advanced to the
quarter-finals of the NAIA national tournament at Kansas
City-Alcorn State; WisconsinParkside; Grand Canyon; Midwestern; Fairmount State; Malone; St, Mary's I Tex. and
Winston-Salem.
Old Dominion, hitting on 55
per cent of its first half shots
and 52 per cent for the game,
ran away from North Dakota
78-62 behind Willie Washington
and Oliver Purnell. John
Grochowalski and Paul Brennan each scored 27 points, leading Assumption to an 81-69 victory over fifth-ranked Gannon.
Michael Johnson scored 27
points to lead Tennessee State
to a 72-69 upset of Akron. Wilbur Holland had 20 points, pacing New Orleans over California-Riverside 73-59.
Alcorn fought off determined
Edinboro 85-79 behind John
McGill's 26 points and 15
rebounds; Bill Sobanski had 22
points and 10 rebounds to lead
Wisconsin-Parkside over Marymount 51-48; Mike Haddow
poured-in RI points in the second half to lead Grand Canyon
past Illinois Wesleyan 66-63; Issac DeVore poured in 25 points

to power Midwestern over Norfolk State 90-87; Fairmount
State stopped Winona State 10284 as Bill Lindsey scored 32
points; Malone whipped TriState of Indiana 80-63 behind
Mark Klein's 41 points; Gary
Tomaszewski scored 18 points
and collected 11 rebounds to
lead St. Mary's over Millersville State 75-59 and WinstonSalem nipped Central Washington 57-56 on Melvin Garrett's
winning basket with 2: 28 left.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Calloway County High School
wants to be like Murray High.
, No, the Lakers aren't planning to change their team name
or paint black and gold stripes
on Filmore the Swamprat or
anything of that sort.
Instead, the Lakers would like
to be like Murray High's Tigers
of a year ago and make their
first trip ever to the State
Tournament in Louisville's
Freedom Hall.
But first things first.
In order to get to the State
Tournament, a team has to win
three games in the Region
Tourney. And for the first time
ever, the Lakers took their first
step up the ladder.
As expected, the Lakers
easily rolled over Wingo 66-43 to
claim their first and only win
ever in the First Region
Tournament.
The second test for the Lakers
will come Friday night and it
won't be near as easy as the
first.
In the opening semifinal
game in the MSU Sports Arena
Friday, Mayfield and Carlisle
County will clash. And then in
the second game, the Lakers
will have the rugged task of
meeting the Region's topranked team, Paducah Tilghman.
Wingo was simply no match
for Coach David King's Lakers.
Although Wingo did have a lot
of size in the lineup, 6-5 Martin
Yates, 6-3 Harry Johnson, 6-4
Mason Dunn and 6-3 John
Clapp, the Indians were murdered in the rebounding
department, which was just

Case Pre-Season Specials

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc. has received their 1975
Shipment of Case Garden Tractors and attachments.
They have 25 Case Compact Tractors in stock in sizes 8
h.p. to 16 h.p., and while they last Dan McKee! is offering special Pre-Season Discounts on the entire
stock.
Some of the Specials Include:

Wings, with a small but noisy
following of fans,- took the
opening lead at 2-0 and the
Lakers matched buckets with
the Indians until when with 4:41
left in the contest, sophomore
forward Mike Wells swished an
eight-foot turn-around jumper
from the right side to boost the
Lakers to an 8-6 edge.
After that, the Lakers never
looked back again, though
Wingo stayed on Calloway's
heels until late in the second
frame.
By the end of the first quarter,
the Lakers were holding a slim
16-13 edge.
James Wells scored the first
basket of the second period and
Mark Miller followed by sending home a 20-footer and the
Lakers moved to a 20-13 lead.
Then Wells picked up his third
personal at the 6:46 mark and
the Indians picked up, a little
momentum.
Wingo came back with four
consecutive points and again
the lead was down to three at 20-

17.
sidelined with a knee injury late
M
midway in the contest, added 13 while eases
24-19
Leading
3 11
1 4
through the quarter, the Lakers brother James added 12 and_ ___M"•_,.._.._
__._.....
5 2
suddenly got hot.
1 5
FC--Mark Miller It.
4 5
David Williams hit on a
a
did
who
Greg Byers,
2 5
rebound shot, Tommy Futrell splendid relief job for James J Clapp
4
19 43
rifled in a 20-footer and Greg Wells, added six points while
Totab
Byers notched two charity the fifth starter, Beane, scored
fit ft of II)
tosses and at the 2:32 mark of four.
.5 2 3 12
J Wells ..
the frame, the Lakers led 30-19.
I I 5 13
Wingo ends its season with a m wets
0 2 1 14
Futrell
Calloway County added one 12-14 record.
I 2 0 1
Beane
more point to its margin and
5 1 2 II
The Lakers will carry a 13-13 Miller
1 4 2 6
settled for a 35-23 cushion at slate into their Friday matchup Byers
1 2 0 4
Williams
intermission.
with Tilghman, who in an oi‘vv
i 0 0 2
X 14 13 66
Totals
The game was decided in the earlier meeting, ripped the
13 10 10 16-43
Wmgo
next two minutes of the third Lakers 76-54 at Paducah.
la li 11 15-611
calloway
period.
Miller opened the scoring
with a short range jumper,
Mike Wells hit from 10 feet out,
Fly Beane scored on a rebound
basket and James Wells
crashed the offensive boards for
a putback. And suddenly, with
6:17 left in the stanza,--ilieLakers led 43-23.
From there on in, it was just a
matter of relaxing and playing
ball for the Lakers.
The largest lead of the contest
was the final 23-point margin.
Yates was the only Wingo
player to hit double digits as he
fired in 11.
For the Lakers, the balanced
scoring attack was led by
Tommy Futrell who ripped in 14
OOPS-Mason Clapp of Ringo looks around sib. tries to figure
points, most of which came
out where Hi* basketball went. Tommy Futrell of tha Lams stole
from the long range.
tio• ploy.
the boll and drove for a him
Mike Wells, who was

r..,,,,

LET US ADO SOPIE REGAL COLOR TO YOUR WE

BIG
8" x 10"
PORTRAIT
Ng7

Gilmore Scores 30 As
Colonels Edge Nuggets

By BOB COOPER
Al' Sports Writer
LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP)- It
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) - was Brown vs. Brown in someDuke University has announced thing like a scene from Medical
plans for the Duke Sports Hall Center after Kentucky's 108-103
American Basketball Associof Fame and the names of the
ation victory over Denver
first six inductees.
Wednesday night.
Former Duke football Coach
"Ralph Simpson is playing
Wallace Wade and two of his
outstanding players, Clarence hurt," Denver coach Larry
"Ace" Parker and George Brown said.
"Dan Issel's playing about 70
McAfee, are on the list of inductees announced by athletic per cent of his maximum right
director Carl James. They also now," Kentucky coach Hubie
are members of the National Brown said.
"Mike Green has a bad back
Football Hall of Fame.
Others named are Dick Groat and Jan Van Bredakolff had
and Bill Werber, basketball the flu, and Mack Calvin
stars at Duke who went on to missed some games with an
major ankle," Denver's Brown countbecome outstanding
league infielders, and Eddie ered.
Jim Bradley who craeirwl
,
t; former basketball-- '
and football coach and longtime bone last month in his left foot)
athletic director, who retired in finally had his cast removed
yesterday and missing him is
1972.
killing us on the boards," Kentucky's Brown said.
"Fatty Taylor didn't even
come with us. He pulled a hamstring muscle last night," Denver's Brown said.
The Colonels, hard-pressed to
take a 58-56 halftime lead, outscored Denver 20-4 in the first
seven minutes of the third period to go on top 78-60.
However, with Simpson-not
looking hurt at all-and Calvin

New Cage Coach

about the story of the game.
--The Lakers pulled down 41
rebounds while the Indians, who
seemed flat under the boards
for the entire contest, had just
23.
In a previous meeting,
Calloway coasted to an 82-58
victory in a game played at
Jeffrey Gymnasium in early
January.
It looked as if the Lakers
might not have an easy time
Wednesday because the Indians
stayed right in the game, for all
of the first period and the next
five minutes of the second
canto.

REGAL
COLOR!

leading the way, the Nuggets
pulled to within three points
with 1:40 left in the game.
A hook by Gilmore and Issel's muscled-in follow-up put
the game away with the Cobnets stalling time off the clock
near the end.
Gilmore led Kentucky, scoring 30 points, while Simpson
had 24 points for Denver. Green
added 23 for the Nuggets.

1.41
Lamted Offer • One Per Subject. One Per
Family • Additional Members. $247 Each •
Groups Photographed at $1.00 Per Addibortal
Subject.
Regal Service
Portraits will be delivered within three weeks
You may select from a finished package.

In other ABA games Wednesday, New York clobbered St.
Louis 124-96, San Diego downed
Virginia 113-103 and Memphis
stopped Utah 102-87.

ROSES

Nets 124, Spirits 96
Julius Erving's 27 points
paced the New York Nets' balanced attack as they held on to
theiFrast-Division Teed over
Kentucky.
Memphis 102, Utah 87
With Stew Johnson pouring in
24 points, including 14 in the
first half, the Memphis Sounds
broke open a tight game in the
second period and went on to
defeat the Utah Stars.
Conquistadors 113, Squires 103
Caldwell Jones scored 30
points, grabbed 18 rebounds
and blocked four shots as San
Diego kept its playoff hopes
alive.

Could you pass this Red Cross swimming test?
SWIM:
I. Breaststroke- 100 Yds.
2. Sidestroke -100 Yds.
3. Crawl stroke - 100 Yds.
4. Back crawl -50 Yds.
5.0n back (legs only)-50 Yds.
6. Turns(on front, back,side).
7. Surface dive - underwater swim -20 Ft
8. Disrobe -float with clothes -5 mitts
9. Long shallow dive
10. Running front dive.
11. 10-minute swim.

*
Anybody who's taken a Red (Trois swlm course lino..
how tough a can he thcrct a good reason.
Wc believe drowning is a serious businesa.
last year alone, we taught 2589.201 Americans not
to drown-in the seven difterent swim courses we otter
all across the country.(Inv idental I most at the teaching as with almost everything American Red Cross skses is done by dedicated volunteers.)
A good many of the youngsters not only are learning
to keep I'WOW-liTt safe. thousands upon thousands of
them are learning to become lifesavers.
And the life they UST- may be your own.
r

A Publoc Soevios of TO,1 Newspaper

Log Cabins

Ti,. Advarttsiog COU,C,1

446 Tractor
16 H.P. with 48"
mower, hydraulic
drive and hydraulic lift

Reg. $24110°'
$201257

Are Sturdy, Economical and
Ideal for Vacations
Retirements

For More Information Call or Write

Snead & Replogle
Box 79 Route No. 2
McKenzie, Tenn. 38201
503 Walnut

•

Phone 753-3062

Pet•t Vaeth.Photogredhy

Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor.
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Racer Tennis Team To Open Campaign Today

By Ross Boling
The week began rather
inauspiciously for Murray State
tennis coach Bennie PurcelL
Four days before the season's
first match with the University
of Wisconsin today, two inches
of snow lay on the ground. After
the snow melted, the deluge
began and hasn't let up yet.
On Tuesday Purcell learned
that one of his team's stellar
members, Arne Sartz-Knudsen
of Norway. had been ruled
ineligible for this season by the
NCAA. That makes three
starters Purcell has lost since

last spring. Mikko Horsma,
number one player and winner
of 50 plus individual matches at
Murray in three years, is serving a stint in the Finnish Army. This year's probable
Charles
one
number
Wadlington, transferred to a
junior college in Florida last
semester, which leaves Purcell
with a very young and inexperienced squad. And although
things seem somewhat dire for
MSU tennis, Purcell isn't giving
up or conceding anything. Far
from it.
"We are definitely a very

The mood is
feminine.
"Misty" by Joyce
(list colors, sizes)
.Black
Blue
.
.Bone
.Camel
.White

t

ata
ti
Court Square Murray

spring. However all three have Middle Tennessee return such
own this year.
young team and though we have come into his
made rapid progress since the powerful clubs, we would have
the
out
round
Freshmen
mostly untried performers, we
singles. Craig beginning of practice and will to be considered a second
two
remaining
have promise."
to the division team right now. But
native of Romeo, definitely contribute
There is only one senior on the Marigold, a
I'm looking forward to the
Learn,
five
number
play
will
Michigan,
team, Ross Boling, and one
season. There is nothing more
Coach
to
According
a...isted
singles.
was
Coach Purcell will be
Junior, Mike Owen, who
watching a
has "all the this spring by Steve Payne, a satisfying than
OVC champion last year at the Purcell, Craig
young team blossom into
his
on
work
must
but
strokes
MSU.
at
position.
P.E.
Grad student in
Number Four singles
With some ex- Payne directed a physical maturity."
The rest of the team consists of consistency.
Given a little time for exus a conditioning program at the
help
should
he
perience
and
Purcell,
Del
a sophomore,
perience and a little dry
lot."
a
is
and
freshman.
practice
outset of
five untested
weather, the Racers Just might
knowledgeble tennis player as surprise a few people when OVC
Ironically, this lack of exthe number six
for
Competing
Purcell
Coach
caught
well.
perience
tournament time rolls around in
position will be three freshmen,
by surprise.
The prospects for OVC play May.
Ben Stahr and
Lukeman,
Jim
have
would
Mikko
knew
"We
Today's inaugural match with
all of whom are will probably depend on how
to leave for the army but we Chris Krysler,
never imagined quickly the young Racers Wisconsin-Stout is scheduled for
were counting on Wadlington to walk-ons and
2:30 p.m. at the University
they would be mature.
play this spring as well as last fall that
"Because Western and courts.
playing varsity tennis this
Arne."
Though Knudsen had used
only three of the four allotted
years of eligibility, the NCAA
ruled that he could not play
because he has already attained
his B. S. degree. According to
NCAA specifications, an athlete
is allowed 5 years to complete
appointed," Nicklaus said.
Johnny Miller.
By BOB GREEN
his-her eligibility but cannot
Both were absent last week. "You're always disappointed
Writer
Golf
AP
participate after graduation.
"They should have played," when you blow a tournament. I
MIAMI (API - Lee Trevino
Arne is presently a Graduate
going for him. Trevino said with a hint of an- had that one in my hip pocket
everything
has
and
student in Marketing
"It always gives you a lot of noyance. "If they'd been there, and let it get away.
disFinance at Murray.
had
I've
"But
to win your first maybe I'd have played better."
confidence
losses
the
Hopefully though,
But he quickly turned his at- appointments before. And I'll
tournament of the year," he
adRacer's
the
to
will work
have more."
said, and ticked off the things tention to this event.
vantage.
Should they falter, Trevino is
"That's the only thine that's
in his favor.
"It is going to hurt at first but
good in Flori- important now," he said. His ready to move.
play
always
"I
in the long run I think the losses
And there's a strong supportenthusiasm and confidence are
da.
will just force everybody else to
playing a golf course I at a mid-year peak in the wake ing cast with the uncle-nephew
"I'm
play better" says Purcell.
of last week's victory, but he duo of Sam and J.C. Snead,
like.
The tenaciously steady Owen
hot.
declined to predict another millionaires Tom Weiskopf and
weather's
"Jibe
will fill the number one spot and
Bruce Crampton, defending
good."
triumph.
playing
"I'm
Boling will play number two.
Trevino, the
"You never know when the title-holder Buddy Allin and
bubbly
the
And
"We are hoping for fine years
Tom Kite,
current PGA and World Series wheels are gonna come off," he such young stars as
from both of these guys.
the win- said. "But I usually play good Tom Watson, Forrest Fezler,
and
champion
Golf
of
Together, they comprise our
Ben Crenner in last week's Citrus Open, in Florida. I'm hitting the ball Jerry Heard and
best threat in doubles, too."
among the favor- pretty good right now. My con- shaw.
high
ranked
Holding down the number
U.S. Open champion Hale Irites for the $30,000 first prize in fidence is up. I've got a lot gothree singles will be freshman
win and Arnold Palmer are not
the Doral Open Golf Tourna- ing for me."
Tom Lye of Norway.
But even Trevino, one of the competing.
ment that got underway today
"Tom is a new recruit and
par-72 Blue game's great gate attractions,
7,020-yard
the
on
be
To Join Staff
already we can see that he'll
Monster course at the Doral is overshadowed by the third
a big asset to the team."
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP)Nicklaus-Miller meeting this
Club.
Country'
Purcell,
His doubles partner,
He would like nothing better year. Neither of the first two Bill Higdon, baseball coach at
will play number four. Del
to steal the scene from the was conclusive. They tied for Volunteer State Community
than
freshman
a
amassed 16 wins as
continuing series of con- sixth in the Bing Crosby tour- College, will join the Tennessee
perbeen
has
last year and
frontations between Jack Nick- nament. Miller was 15th and coaching staff next week as asforming very well in practice.
laus and the young man who Nicklaus third in the Los Ange- sistant football recruiter, Coach
his
of
shadow
the
Long in
Bill Battle says.
threatens to supplant him as les Open.
younger
ranked
nationally
Higdon is a Knoxville native
Miller has won three times
the game's No. 1 performer,
brother Mel, he is expected to
this season. Nicklaus has yet to and graduated from UT in 1970.
take a title, collapsing in the He received a master's degree
stretch for a third-place finish at Western Kentucky.
Higdon will work with Wayne
in his last start, the Jackie
Stiles, coordinator of recruiting
Gleason Classic.
"Of course, I was dis- for the Vols.

Lee Trevino One Of Favorites
As Doral Open Begins Today

BIG DIAMONDS-SMALL DIAMONDS
They're All On Sale During Our

DinnionD CLCARAMGC
d Jewelry.
Bridal Sets. Men's Rings. Cocktail Rings. All Diamonroom
for new

Here is the opportunity of a lifetime for you to save on fine diamonds We have to make
so out goes the old at fantasticly low prices You've got to see it to believe It so come in
inventory
and make your choice now. Yuy nOw for if-other's DaTaradualion, Father's Day and all tarot VT Ca3STOin
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Other Styles Reduced
Up To 50%

Other Styles Reduced
Up To 50%
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PORTS

THUR * FRI * SAT
13th-14th-15th
Doe t-miss this
FREE demonstration feature
story on
great opportruity to learn the
Sears quality equipment.

LAWN and GARDEN TRACTORS
Electric start. All-gear trans-axle drive with
6 forward speeds, 2 reverse. Order 42 or 48inch mower, other attachments separately.

12-HP $292.05 LESS!*

only $966.95

16-HP $400.50 LESS!' PL-2574

only

$1058.50

Single-cylinder engine with overhead valve

16-HP $402.50 LESS!*

.
P1
2575

only $1256.50

Twin-cylinder engine...wide turf-saver tires
'than a similar tractor in Sears Spring General Catalog

LAWN TRACTORS

Porter Selected As One
Of Top 100 In America!
The honor lists keeps growing for Murray High star football player Steve Porter.
An All-Stater on the State Champion Tigers, Porter has just
been named as one of the Top 100 football players in the
United States.
- The announcement was made today by Coach & Athlete
Magazine.
In addition to Porter, junior linebacker Tony Boone was
named to the Honorable Mention All-American Team.
It's the first time in the history' of Murray High that an
athlete has been named to the Top 100. Last year, Tony
Thompson was selected as an All-American did not make the
Top 100.
Three other Kentucky players were included on the list.
They include Lester Boyd of Franklin-Simpson, Myron
Greenfield of Ownesboro and Tony Ingram of Lexington
Bryan Station,
feel like it's a tremendous honor for Steve and for the
team to have someone receive such national recognition,"
Tiger r;oach John Hina said.
"It speaks for the claiber of football not only at Murray
High but for the entire state. Kentucky doesn't have a great
number of All-Americans but for the size of the state, it's just
as tough as any.
Porter said he was surprised upon learning of his selection.
"About two years ago, Coach Bins told me if I really
worked at it, I could be an All-American," Porter said.
"It really feels good. But a lot of credit has to go to my
teammates. The fact that the other guys were so good and we
won the State Championship gave me the chance to get more
publicity and I have to thank the rest of the team for that,"
added Porter, who has signed a national letter of intent with
the University of Tennessee.
The 6-4, 240-pound tackle was the co-captain of this year's
United Press International All-State Team.

PL2373

Cast iron CRAFTSMAN® one-cylinder engine

t2583 10- HP
$105

CUT
now
1.2591

Electric

p1.2.579 w., $988.00

'

$744.00
8- HP

now $6/9.00
Model Col $388

now only $599.99..

ONE SPEED,'VERTICAL SHAFT
GEAR-DRIVE ROTO-SPADERS
Th-HP
only $169.95 079502
5-HP
only

$229.95 KF79535

DELUXE 5-HP
only

$269.95 KF79505

CRAFTSMAN PUSH MOWER
CUT $25.01
now only $87.99
$113.DO

Easy to adjust to
5 cutting heights.
Cuts 20-in. width.

P1.90731

I Ct 1. lo S660

Ct. Tw. Is,. $251/

doopaillar raft

(MURRAY LEDGER IP Timm)

MICHEISON'S4
etA 4944
-1 /tag-Air

.
,
Shoppin2
Open Till 8:30 Fri. Site '

as.. Yr Co.., N., U.N. On, Too
4•41 M. Mower. Poberodt

NOTICE
TVA BUILDINGS FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale Six (6)
buildings, some masonry and others of wood construction,
located near the present Golden Pond, Kentucky, Post Office
and heretofore used as temporary field offices for Land Between The Lakes project; the buildings are identified as
follows:
(1) One (1) two-story combination concrete block frame
house with felt roof, approximately 40's 69'.
(2) One (1) one-story brick veneer building, approximately 13' x 89' with felt shingle roof, divided into six
(6) rooms.
(3) One (I) one-story' frame house, approximately 30' x
25' with metal roof.
(4) One (1) two-story concrete block building with concrete floor and felt shingle roof, approximately 23's 22'
(5) One (1) one-story frame house with metal roof, wood
floor, approximately 28' x28'.
(6) One (1) concrete block one-story building, approximately 28's ZS' with felt roof and concrete floor.
All buildings will be removed from TVA premised within
Thirty (30) days from date of award and the site left in an orarty condition.
Bid forms and detailed information may be obtained from
the Administrative Office, land Between The lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231, Telephone Number 502-924-5602. Persons interested in inspecting the houses should contact the
"above office between 7:T a. tn. antr3'45 p. m.'Monday
through Friday. Sealed bid.4 will be received for the
described houses until 10:00 a. m. Daylight Saving Time March 27, 1975.

Self- propelled, 22-inch ad

9738
"

$169.88

RIDING MOWERS
N59636

4

Complete with floating
mower head. 4-speed.
8-HP Engine, 36-inch
twin-blade cut

now only $599.00
7- HP Engine, 26- inch cut

IA9692

$388.88

SUBURBAN LAWN
BUILDINGS
SAVE $30 to $55

on a
selection of six sizes
N66003I

priced from

• Prices are Catalog Prices

$159.95 10 $459.95

• Delivery nol included

Shop_By Phone . . dial 753-2310

Sears
14110. MI1 0%

111 4.11

Sears Catalog Sales Office

9outhSide Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
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Mortgage Improvement
Cited By Realtor Official

his
Oil

RS

with
- 48-

i6.95

lgine

58.50

ra I ve

56.50

- tires

K.

I Editor's Note: This is the nationally in federal, state and
second in a series of articles local regulations and indealing with Real Estate. terpretationstolean toward "no
Specific questions shquld be growth" instead of carefully
directed to a member of the planned growth. Neubauer
Murray-Calloway County Board referred particularly to:
---Attempts by some comof Realtors.)
John Neubauer, president of munities nationally to establish
the Murray-Calloway County restrictive yearly quotas for
Board of Realtors said today population increase
-Application by the Enthat improvements in the
mortgage market picture late vironmental Protection Agency
last year and early this year ( EPA of regulations that would
should favorably influence the limit the size and number of
local housing industry for the shopping centers
-Attempts by the governbalance of 1975.
The Murray Realtor said that ment to control growth of
more money now is available communities by placing
for mortgage loans that was the limitations on expansion of
case during most of last year. sewer lines and sewage
-In addition, interest rates are treatment plants. (Insert here
down somewhat from the any points of a strictly local
record highs of 1974," he noted. nature that would support the
"This appears to be a national contention of a trend toward
trend. Art S. Leitch, president highly restrictive land use
of the National Association of policies.)
-Realtors have always
Realtors, reports that mortgage
money began returning to thrift favored reasonable controls on
institutions late last year, and land use. Without proper zoning
the Association's Department of and planning laws, the effect on
Economics and Research has the residential sales market
predicted at least a partial would be enormous.
"And, we encourage the
recovery for the housing industry this year," Neubauer federal government to make
financial and technical
said.
He emphasized, however, assistance available to those
that home buyers and sellers states and localities that want to
should not expect easy access to develop a balanced land use
mortgage money this year, nor planning process based on a
a return to relatively low- comprehensive inventory of
resources,land
their
interest mortgages.
"Our best estimate is that, for Neubauer said.
He continued, "At the same
the balance of 1975, the picture
will be brighter than it was last time, we urge that legislation
year, but it certainly will not be avoid any suggestion that the
a banner year for home sales," federal government dictate
state and local land use
Neubauer explained.
In addition to keeping an eye decisions."
He also urged local, state and
on the local, state and national
develop
housing scene, Neubauer has federal governments to
approach,
another concern: A trend to a balanced planning
tion of
"highly restrictive land use with ample considera
economic, social and enpolicies."
tendencies vironmental factors. "The
noted
He
objective should be planned
growth, not no growth," he
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNS- added.
BACKACHE,

Getting up nights, smarting. leg •
pains may show need for • gentle
gild to kidney function. FLUSH
with
kidney., REGULATE
RUKETS 3-tab•-•-day treatment.
Feel GOOD •g•in in 12 hour* or
your 45. buck at any drug counter.
N OW •' ROLLAND DRUG CO.

The Michael Pfeiffers were
the first white settlers in California's Big Sur country in
1869.
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0iS't-TO7;71 GALE
STORE

cornpany -Owned

OnlvI USA Only!

LIMITED QUANTITIES
SOME ITEMS

PRICE
SLASHED
33%
REALISTIC
DELUXE
CASSETTE
RECORDER

OUR BEST

8-TRACK
RECORDER
AM-FM STEREO SYSTEM

• Battery Or AC Operation,
Pushbuttons/
• B1ailalo__Ci2Pdonser Alike
• Tape Counter,Auto Shut-Off
Auto- L•yel!
-savingS Ort- the- ReatiShe
CIR-.30 while they last! Total
automatic end-oficassette
shut-off Input for oil-the-air
optional
'recording. outplr
Battery'
_.'4.5tra,.exharnal mike.
record level meter Digital
.Separale tone and
volume controls With
AC cord Batteries
Car,Y
a if desired

9

CHARGE IT

-counter_

At Rad.Shack

easy clueing Mike phono, aux.
TWO compatraty-spspension
center is a sfeek
in
a
All
x9
luxurious
10
speakers.
walputlh.cabinetry_Theyesanly
one place you can find it .. Radio Shack.

earphone,

every
ad, we intend to have every item in
During the normal or staled tile of this
is stated It a shipping delay results in an
Company -operated store unless a limitation
or sold
cancelled
Rain Check on request 11 item was
out-ot-stock, Ciese stores will issue a
store at that time.
another similar item available in that
on
savings
similar
otter
will
they
out,
and
own policy We appreciate your business
DetaleriFranchise stores determine their

INCREDIBLE
AUDIO
BARGAIN

1

understanding.

fJL

SAVE
$20 1111111111111

c C • Fir)

C
HUGE PRICE SLASH ON REALISTI
S
IVER
RECE
NNEL
-CHA
AM-FM STEREO & 4

SUBTRACT
INFLATION
WITH THIS
RADIO SHACK
10-DIGIT DESK
CALCULATOR

• Our Famous aTA 750 Series
Reg. 339.95
i
Reg. 299.95

'ORS

Ip
;105
44.00
HP
3/9.00

14095 1899.#
31-4014
NOT ALL MODELS IN ALL STORES

SAVE $30

••••••••••..

1 $388
599.99

;HAFT
iDERS

▪ 14-924

or ,

ED ITEMS
RADIO SHACK POLICY ON ADVERTIS

SAVE $150
•

95

case

14-826

CC CCCCC

Reg. 239.95

Roll back inflation as you enjoy
'our 3-piece Modulaire-8 recorder'
receiver/Player at spectacular savings!
Play pre-recorded tapes or record your
Own for system or car use' Tune AM
PM stereo Glide-Path • bass treble balance
volume, record level controls Pause control for
x117'
inputs Stere0

Re44----Mg

89.95

ei

-

A MUSIC-LOVER'S
BARGAIN!
AM-FM HI-Fl
RECEIVER WITH

Reg. 8995
1
1•9:95
2053

QUATRAVOX R

AMAZING
LOW
PRICE

•Idool for Mos or Study!
...Big Extra Bright Display,
Versatile EC-2000 is ideal
problem solver for home Or
.
office' Does basic math functions
Chain and Mixed calculations.
Constant mode divides or
fixed number.
Full-floatmg or pre-set decimal.
entry.
Vivid 10-digit display Clear

..atiokes_Dy §

Reg.
-79.95
65-840

For 120 VAC

SAVE $40

SAVE $30

REALISTIC P STEREO &
4-CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
R eg
79 95

s

EC-400 MEMORY
CALCULATOR

3995

R eg
99 95

6995
65 630

SAVE $20
EC-425 SLIDE RULE
CALCULATOR

95

Reg

79 95

59

65-632

31-4012

WER

SAVE $10

SAVE $20

REALISTIC
SOUND LEVEL METER
Reg. 3995
49.95
33-1026

.t to
g hts•

69.88
fl

•i rick

.1 00
388.88
IN

R eg
NOTE

The Wikler shoe by Buster Brown has a flared arid
broadened fan-shaped toe outline. It's curved to follow
every natural line of your child's foot. More wiggle room
for toes. Provides freedom to flex, exercise and grow. A
Wilder shoe is made with the very softest uppers. No
irritating inside seams or stiff metal shanks to
chap or chafe. Just natural shape and give.
And the feeling of "going barefoot
with shoes on-. Si 99

SAVE S30

SAVE
$30

Wikler

SHOE
THE
BY BUSTER BROWN.

ray, Ky.
Emma&

ms Shoes
Ada1116
S.
5th St.
Downtown Murray
Phone 753-2414

SAVE $5
OHMS 43-RANGE
V.O.M TESTER

100K

Reg 3995
22-2-05
44 95

6995 14-1903
Reg1995

SAVE
S17.07
REALISTIC AM FM
DIGITAL CLOCK

Reg

WEATNERA010 •

SAVE $100
AM-FM
STEREO AND
4-CHANNEL
SYSTEM

COMPLETE

PHONO
SYSTEM WITH
ADD-ON
FEATURES!

STEREO

Reg
99 95

Reg 199 95

Reg 10 95
to 149S Value

ded

43-250

echepmere
Customer-owned equipment connected lo telephone company
may be subject to local Mott

TAPE CHANGER PLAYS
3 8-TRACK TAPES
AUTOMATICALLY!

STEREO CASSETTE DECK
ENHANCES ANY
HI-Fl SYSTEM.

459.95

ce

5995

79.95

POPULAR "ANIMAL" RADIOS
(ASSORTED STYLES)
REDUCED FOR EASY GIVING'

no

DUOFONE TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SYSTEM

COMPARE
wirri s700
UNITS

SAVE 1110
BENCH STYLE
ENGINE ANALYZER

EitnAg5

33
22.16
n"
95 2995
39

=13-1192

stk., On TV IOU year,! 81595

SPECIAL PURCHASE
ELECTRONIC
ROOM AIR FRESHENER

AUTOMATIC

699

OVER° 3
LABELMAKER TAPt
ASSORTED COLORS
Reg

COMPLETE

61-2798

S6

99c
Each

5

$
FOR

SAVE
610
DWELL
TACH
TIMING
LIGHT
95 349456.
44
neg

PRICE
OFF CATALOG
•
NEW 688 PAGE

DICTIONARY
OF ELECTRONICS

Reg 696
Value

195
68-1030

SAVE $2.46

114.45

P

59 95

88
42
12-1458

SCIENCE FAIR

P BOX
DECISION MAKER
HOBBY KIT

-

QUANTITIES

4 95 2
49
78-124

a
The 1975 American Song Festiv' alr
IT'S HAPPENING NOW!
DETAILS AT YOUR RADIO SHACK
STORE. HEADQUARTERS FOR
OFFICIAL COMPETITION TAPE!

THEM PLENTY!
JULY, 1974 BUT WE'VE LOWERED
RADIO SHACK HASN'T RAISED A PRICE SINCE

North-nth Extension
g0 TANDY

COOPOPIA7PON COMPIA.NY

Monday thru Saturday
Sunday 1:00 to 5:00

Phone
'753-7100

• 01.00
be•
d•

tacit mar AA. AT 41941.11404. STO.CS

nim
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Grevey, Douglas And King All
Unanimous All-SEC Selections
By- ED SHEARER ..
------ APStiaRs Writer .
- ATLANTA 4AP i - Kevin
Grevey of Kentucky, Leon
Douglas of Alabama and freshman sensation Bernard King of
Tennessee were named unanicjnously today to the Associated
ess All-Southeastern Conferbasketball team for 1975.
1
'4,., Joining the trio on the first
nm - chosen by the AP's
Ia
- member Southeastern Allerican Advisory Board for
. sketball were Ernie Gunfeld
.fir Tennessee and Charles
Cleveland of Alabama.
It marked the third straight
year that Geves, an excellent
shooter, made the fist team,
while Cleveland and Grunfeld
were repeaters from last year's
Nam. Douglas moved up from
:Sst season's second unit.
;Grunfeld was named on six
first team ballots and four sec'-and team ballots. while Cleveland drew five first team votes
id four on the second unit.
Veveland nosed out freshman
4acky Dosey of Georgia for the
4Ifth spot on the first unit.
r

Dosey headed the second
team that to.ssist,-.1 of Eddie
Johnson of Auburn, Glenn Hansen of Louisiana State, Jerry
Jenkins of Mississippi State and
Jeff Fosnes of Vanderbilt.
Named to the third team
were Mississippi's Dave Shepherd, Kentucky's Jimmy Dan
Conner and Rick Robey,
Florida's Gene Shy and Chip
Williams and Auburn's Mike
Mitchell.
Grevey, who led Kentucky to
a share of the SEC title with
Alabama with a 24.2 scoing average and 53.5 per cent shooting, became only the eighth
player to win All-SEC honors for
three seasons since The AP
began naming all-conference
teams in 1949. The other threetime All-SEC performers were
Frank Ramsey and Cotton Nash
of Kentucky, Bob Pettit and
Pete Maravich of SU, Clyde Lee
and Toni Hagan of Vanderbilt
of
Howell
and
Bailey
Mississippi State.
Douglas led the SEC in rebounding for the regular season
with a 12.8 average. He aso had

VACATION IN

FLORIDA
at St. Petersburg Beach
on
the

RELAX LUXURIOUSLY
YET INFORMALLY
1.000 feet ol white sandy
beach heated swinwritrw2
pool air-conOitioned
apartments with kitchenette.
free TV. large garden patios.
free poolside lounges and
tree parking. Boating.
fishing. nightlife. shopping
nearby Lovely Garden
Room Restaurant and
Lounges on premises
BankAmericard.
Master Charge accepted

Gulf of Mexico
0,

a beach long enough with
sand enough to build every one of
your dream castles_ This 7 mile long
Stand has everything under the sun
you're looking for and Gulf Winds'
family-sized apartments on the
beach stretch your
budget to include
more fun tor your
vacation dollar

RATES me. thru April 30

FLOOR PLAN
ORE 1E0100kt API

High School Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Regional Tournaments
Wednesday Games
lit at Murray State
Calloway Co. 66, Wingo 43
Paducah Tilghman 58, Hickman
Co 42
3rd at Ohio Co
Ohio Co. 69, Muhlenberg Central 65
62,
Apollo
Owensboro
Breckinridge Co. 55
4th at Western Kentucky
University
Warren East 73, Allen Co.Scottsville 52
Tompkinsville 72, Auburn 67
5th at Nelson Co.
Green Co. 76, Meade Co. 73
Taylor Co. 64, Bardstown 56
6th at Jeff. Doss
Lou. Central 82, Jeff. Thomas
Jefferson 72
Lou. Bishop David 85, Jeff,
Stuart 58
7th at Jefferson Co. Sites
Lou. Male 83, Jeff. Moore 54
Lou. Trinity 62, Jeff. Westport
65
Jeff. Fern Creek 77, Lou.
Ahrens 74 10T)
Jeff. Ballard 81, Jeff, Seneca 51
8th at Henry Co.
Carroll Co. 87, Shelby Co. 76
Bullitt Central 64, Scott Co. 58
9th at Covington Holmes
Covington Holy Cross 70, Boone
Co. 68 CIT)
Campbell Co. 48, Newport 47
10th at Mason Co.
Clark Co. 82, Bracken Co. 71
Harrison Co. 79, Fleming Co. 69
llth at Frankfort
Woodford Co. 81, Harrodsburg

PUTS
Semifinals Of Division
Two Tourney Are Today
EVANSVILLE:, Ind. Apt Second-ranked Old Dominion
battles No. 15 Tennessee State
and sixth rated New Orleans
plays No. 12 Assumption today
in the semifinals of the National Collegiate Athletic Association Division II basketball
tournament.
Old Dominion climbed to 23-6
Wednesday night after defeating North Dakota 78-62 in the
quarter-final round. Assumption, 21-7, stopped No. 5 Gannon
81-69, while Tennessee State, 187. surprised No. 10 Akron 72-69.
New Orleans, 22-6, opened the
meet here with a 73-59 victory
over California-Riverside.
Paced by 18-point performances from'6-foot-9 center Willie Washington and Oliver Purnell, Old Dominion surged to a
30-20 lead after 15 minutes and
held a 43-28 margin at the half.
A 14-point effort by 6-10 Mark
I.indahl topped North Dakota.

bowed out at 21-7.
Both All-American center
John Grochowalski, 6-7, and
-Paul Brennan of Assumption
turned in 27-point performances. Grochowalski is competing in his fourth straight
NCAA tourney.
Assumption fell behind by 11
points in the first half but rallied for a 43-38 lead at intermission.
Gerald Walker, a 6-6 forward,
paced Cannon, 25-4, with 21
points.
The high point man for Tennessee State, also with 27
points, was 6--4 guard Michael
Johnson. The winners held slim
leads most of the way and iced
it in the last 45 seconds on a
basket by 6-7 Bernard Bailey
and two free throws by 5-9
Gregory Davis.
Akron, finishing at 20-9, was
paced by Jim Abrams' 15
points.
which

Campy, Baylor And Sayers To
Be Inducted Into Black Hall
By GARY LIBMAN
Al' Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) Roy Campanella, Elgin Baylor
and Gale Sayers are among 14
persons scheduled to be inducted into the Black Athlete's
Hall of Fame tonight as sponsors try to raise "seed money"
for a youth program.
The honors to Campanella, a
former Brooklyn Dodger catcher; Baylor, a former Los Angeles Lakers' great, and Sayers,
once a star runner for the Chicago Bears, will be presented
at a black tie-optional dinner
and ceremony in a large ball
room of a Las Vegas hotel.
Inducted along with the three
will be Roberto Clemente, who
was a star Pittsburgh Pirate
outfielder; Henry Armstrong,
only man to hold three world
boxing titles, and former
heavyweight champion Jack
Johnson.
Among the other inductees
are several more obscure stars.
They include shortstop John
Henry Lloyd, called the "black
Honus Wagner" when he
played in the black baseball
leagues from 1905 to 1931, and
Bob Douglas, the founder and
coach of the Harlem Renais-

sance black basketball team.
Officials at the Hall say the
inductions are to provide recognition for the accomplishments
of black athletes and to use the
athletes as models for disadvantaged youth.
They are charging $100, $50
and 825 a ticket for the 8 p.m.
dinner and banquet and say
they will use the money to
maintaih their offices and to
begin a program in which athletes speak to disadvantaged
youngsters.
"Our main concern is with
the youth, especially with black
youth, to help them establish a
sense of identity," says New
York's Vernon Johnson, the
vice president of corporate development and youth programs
for the Hall.
"The star black athlete is the
person they look up to most.
Our program is to get the athlete into the disadvantaged
area and to help these young
people understand what it
means to set goals and to be
persisent, and what is necessary to develop yourself as a
human being-not necessarily
as an athlete."
The remainder of the inductees include Abe Saperstein,

founder of the Harlem Globetrotters; Harrison Dillard, a
four time gold medat wham. M
the 1952 Olympics and Pole, the
Brazilian soccer star.
Among the lesser known honorees will be William De Hart
Hubbard, a gold medalist in the
long jump in the 1924 Olympics; Willye White, another
long jumper who is a four-time
member of the women's Olympic track squad, and Joe Yancey, the coach of the New York
Pioneer track club.
The awards for Clemente, Saperstein, Johnson and Lloyd
will be presented posthumously.
Other inductees except Johnson
and Hubbard, who are ill, and
Pele are expected to be
present.
Hank Aaron, Muhammad Ali,
Jackie Robinson, Willie Mays,
Bill Russell, Jimmy Brown and
Joe Louis were among the original 30 inductees in 1974.
TENNIS

.

.

SAO PAULO, Brazil - Patri-.
do Cornejo of Chile downed
Roscoe Tanner of Lookout
Mountain, Tenn. 7-5, 6-2 in the
third day of competition in a
World Champion Tennis Tournament,

intiodeclif
the paints with the prices
that invite you to use them
STYLE PERFECT.

48

per person,
$1 1 double occupancy.
$3 for extra person

65, Richmood Madison 55
12th at Pulaski Co.
Pulaski Co. 52, Danville 46
PHONE (813)367-1927
McCreary Co. 55, Casey Co 40
Lla, copper, for color brochure. apartment Sow Plans
13th at Middlesboro
and complete list of rates
Clay Co. 64, Red Bird 49
Knox Central 70, Cumberland 63
14th at Hazard
6900 Sunset Way
Leslie Co. 62, Whitesburg 59
Pelerst,,g Beach F er , Ga 3370e
Knott Central 82, Wolfe Co. 75
Please send information to
15th at Johnson Central
4-Mullins 76, Wbeeiwi iglit
NA
Johnson Central 75, Belfry 55
ADDRESS
16th at Morehead State
Rowan Co. 44, Elliott Co. 40
STATE_ZIP
-J Greenuo Co. 49. Ashland 46
From

are

a 20.4 scoring average.
King was the league's top
scorer at 26.6 per game and finished just behind Douglas in
rebounding with a 14-4 mark.
Grunfeld, a sophomore, is
recognized as one of the
league's top one-on-one players.
He averaged 24.3 points a game,
third best in the conference.
Cleveland had a 15.5 scoring
average, pulled down 7.4
rebounds a game and averaged
3.9 assists.
Dorsey had the most points in
the league, 646, playpig in one
more game than Kirt. Dorsey
averaged 25.8 points and 11.8
rebounds a game

(MI It RAY LEDGER So TIMES)

Lex. Bryan Station

INTERIOR LATEX

• WASHABLE, EASY TO APPLY, DURABLE'
• DRIES QUICKLY. SOAP AND WATER
CLEANUP
After Sale $8.99

Accent

• COLORFAST

Something New
For Spring
At Lindy's

Colors

priced higher

STYLE PERFECT

The Champion Hamburger
A Big Juicy Regular
Size Hamburger

INTERIOR LATEX ENAMEL

35'

This Friday-Saturday-Sunday
For Each slw Purchase...Receive

• SCRUBBABLE, ONE-COAT COVERAGE,
EASY TO APPLY

FREE

• STAIN RESISTANT, COLORFAST,
DRIES QUICKLY

19th Hole
1 Round of Golf at Lindy's
ww

SALE ENDS MARCH 24th

a&A...ettealf/ Otairtadt&ed These coatings are the result of extensive research and testing by the
Company. We guarantee your satisfaction in the use of these products or your purchase price will be refunded.

Sherwin-

Williams

WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME
©1975 - The Sherwin
Williams Company
Its so easy to shop at a
Shenyin-Willisms Decorating
Center Just say, "Charge It

to ••

- El
/EC
1661arakeicarr.:'
la=

-ChtYSfritrf
T

Free Ice Cream Cone Is
Back For The Summer

•SOAP AND WATER CLEANUP

S

Thanks for
coming
'

6aL
Sale 59 99
Accent colors priced higher
After

Get To Know Us Better

rer rertr

Southside Shopping Ctr.

Murray .

753-3321
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Burger Queen Restaurant specializes in fast food and good
taste. You might call Burger Queen the filling station for people.
Just to name a few of the fillers.. Hamburgers, Cheeseburgers,
Double Cheeseburgers, Royal Burgers, Imperial Burgers, Fish sandwiches, Fried Chicken, Hot Turnovers, french fries, onion rings
and delicious shakes that please everyone from baby brother to
granddad.
Burger Queen has solved the half-hour lunch problem with fast
service. No longer do people with half-a-lunch hour have to settle for half a lunch. Instead you can settle down to a fried chicken
dinner with all the fixin's at Burger Queen.
You can carry your meal home or you can dine in the spacious
dining facilities provided at Burger Queen.
Burger Queen, located on North 12th Street, is just a few
minutes away from you so why not stop in and get the whole
family a good meal at a good price.

GRECIAN STEAK
HOUSE

The University Inn
Home Cooked Meals

753-4419

641 North

Open 24 Hours
Closed Sundays

Featuring A Special Every Day

753-442 1
309 N. 16th
Leroy Todd, Owner

Steaks
Hamburger

Seafood

Chicken

Tenderloin

Sandwiches

Fish

Chuckwagon

• 4111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111116 •

Trenholm's
1206 Chestnut 753-2997
Best Pizzas in Kentucky Boneless Catfish
Famous Henny Penny Chicken
— DELIVERY SERVICE —
Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-11 p.m. Sun. 8 a.m.-11p.m.

Remember!

Eat Out
This Week

Pancake & Barbeque Rouse
10 a.m.-11 p.m.

PrIvat• dining rooms by_rosorvotiors

Extra Thick
Marinated Steaks
Om.

!1

Micholob on top

NEW CAMDEN HIM
PARIS, TENN.
PHONE 642-6113

Highway 641 North
753-4141
Open 7 Dees A Week 4 p.

The Hungry Bear

IIALIA1141!
Fine Italian & American Foods

For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood

Murray and Mayfield

753-7199

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
[Plate

Omelets

1409 Maui St 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Ham & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

"'•
•
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Advantages Cited Of Combining Pastures With Grain For Beef

March 6, 19Th
.I'here have been many ups
and downs in the cattle business
over the years. But a situation
developed in the cattled
business in 1974 which few
ever
could
cattlemen
remember seeing before. For
the firs(' time in at least 20
years, choice slaughter steers
brought a much higher price
per pound at the marketplace
than lightweight feeder calves.
This situation has continued
into 1975, and many agricultural
economists predict it will
continue for some time to come.
It:s had news fur cattlemen who
have no choice but to sell their
calves as feeders. However, it
can be good news to farmers
who can take advantage of their
pastures and finish cattle for
slaughter using a grain-on-

ADULTS 125
NURSERY 2
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Liddle I mother
Marilyn S. Rt. 1, Box 146,
Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Norma M. Karnes, Rt. 1,
Kiricsey, Miss Daina G. Sykes,
Rt. 2, Box 299M, Murray. Mrs.
Karol A. Pryor and Baby Boy,
807 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Sharon D. Owens, Coach
Estates, Murray, Mrs. Brenda
C. Morris, Rt. 3, Slick Back Rd.,
Benton, Mrs. Louise Lovett, Rt.
5, Benton, Ahnon B. Rhea, 407
E. 12th., Benton, Master Gary
L. Roberson, Rt. 1, Box 168B,
Murray, William T. Edwards.
Rt. 2, Box 163, Murray, Mrs.
Lula B. Hodges, 603 Meadow
lane, Murray Lee B. Bell, Rt.
I, Almo, Dewey R. Lampluns,
Rt. 2, Box 56B, Murray, Telus L.
Broach, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. lane Hopkins, 204 N. 13th.,
Murray, Mrs. Clara J. Howard,
Rt. 7, Murray, James L.
Tucker, 1101 Henry, Murray,
Mrs. Lou I-. Hornbuckle, 215 N.
2nd., Murray. Mrs. Estelle C.
Cunningham, Rt. 1, Box 50, -Murray, William G. Fortner
expired), Rt. I, Box 304,
Murray.

course, is not what the consuming public prefers."
cording to Neil W. Bradley,
"Self-feeding grain during the
Professor of Animal Sciences at entire pasture season will
the University of Kentucky produce strictly choice cattle,"
College of Agriculture.
Bradley continued. "However,
Bradley discussed grain-un7.. this method uses .large quantities of grain and does not
grass as a system for finishing
beef cattle at the recent Ken- result in the best use of
tucky Grassland -Beef Con- pasture."
Bradley, therefore, recomference at Barren River State
mended a system in which rapid
Park. -Pasture alone will not
pasture growth is utilized
promote fast enough gain on
yearling steers to allow them to during the spring and early
fatten enough to reach a summer,and then grain is used
desirable slaughter grade," he to bring cattle to the desired
pointed out. "Yearling steers slaughter grade.
"Feeding a full feed of corn to
grazing cool season plasslegume pastures during the cattle during the last 60 days of
entire grazing season will gain the pasture season will
from 200-300 pounds and yield a generally result in carcasses
carcass that will grade stan- that grade U. S. Good," he
dard. Standard grade beef, of noted. -And feeding grain for
grass finishing system, ac-

Central
Open 9-9 Daily

OVERWEIGHT
. Due to Water Build-Up
REDUCE SAFE
and last with Wasser
Tabs the genuine
water pill) W1SSef
Tablets help you lose
water weight gain,
relieves body bloating, swelling of thighs,
legs and arms-waist
enlargement
Be slim like you
should. Guaranteed or
your money back. Get
Wasser Tablets to*.

1-6 Sunday

lower prices. h is our policy not to be undetwaid in your community'
Roses is committ
on a day-in, day-out basis. Save Money! Shop Reseal Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Attractive & Versatile - Ideal For
Wear With Dresses
Or Pantsuits . . .

Sale Now In Progress Prices
Good Ihru Sunday

WULTS 130
.
NURSERY 4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
James D. Bucy.P.O. Box 504,
Murray, Hafford G. James, 222
S. 12th.. Murray, Paul R.
Mansfield, 1215 Peggy Ann,
se
• Murray, Mrs. Marylin S. 'Addle
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Box 146,
Miss Andrea L. Crick,
%
•Hazel'
•Box 6, Kirksey, Mrs. Mae R.
s, Thomas, 803 Shin Wa Circle,
)4
%Murray, Mrs. Elberta Ennis,
s. Rt. 1, New Concord, Mrs. Helen
V. Garrett, 1607 Dodson Ave.,
% Murray, Jesie L. Johnson, 1202
'Kirkwood Dr., Murray.

BEAD
S
ROPE
With 5 Matching
Bracelets ...
REGULARLY 1.27

1009i

Nix
Wit
Her
Del
Lin(

Cotton With Elastic Waist ..

Toddler Girls' Pants

•

iBig K Opens
NASHVILLE, Tenn., Kuhn's Big K Stores Corp.,
which operates 94 discount
department and variety stores
in the mid-South region, has
reported operating results for
the year ended December 31,
1974.
Jack W. Kuhn, president of
the seven-state retail chain,
said sales for the year reached a
record $150,026,373, a 17 per cent
increase over the $127,840,156
reported for 1972.
Net income for 1974 amounted
to $1,694,500, a 42.8 per cent
decline from the $2,961,400
reported in the previous year.
On a per share basis, net income was 6.97, compared with
$1.71 for the prior year.
"Our operating results for
1974 were influenced by several
adverse factors," Kuhn explained, -most noticeably in the
area of high interest costs. In
addition, the overall unfavorable economic climate of
our region has caused our
newer stores to mature at a
much slower rate, resulting in a
negative drag on profits
generated from these outlets."
During the year, Kuhn's-Big
K Stores Corp. opened ten new
Big K units. At year end, the
Company was operating 67 Big
K stores and 27 Kuhn's Variety
outlets.
For the fourth quarter of 1974,
Kuhn's-Big K had sales of
$52,364,424, up 6.5 per cent from
the $49,175,730 reported in the
corresponding period a year
ago. Net income was $1,604,500,
or $.93 per share, a decrease of
30 ;.rr cent from the $2,291,991,
or $1.34 per share, for the fourth
quarter a year ago.
"During the fourth quarter,
extreme
we experienced
pressure on markup because of
widespread early clearance
&ales designed as a stimulant
for pre-Christmas sales," Kuhn
continued. "This is the period
which normally accounts for 40
per cent of our sales and 70 per
cent of our net income •'
Kuhn said it is difficult at this
point to forecast what sales arid
earnings might be for the 1975
year.
"We are hopeful for an improved year in 1975," he said.
"However, this is predicated on
the improvement of economic
Conditions in our region and the
rate of inflation."
Kuhn's-Big K Stores Corp
operates its discount department stores and variety stores
Alabama.
Tennessee,
in
Arkansas, Georgia. Kentucky,.
Mi‘sissiptii and Missouri.
The Company's stock is listed
on the American Stock Exchange i Ticker Symbol: KBK I
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QUALITY 84 SAVINGS
ON
Shopping Center

March 10, 1975

1
,

Around 1780 stovepipe hats
made from beaver skins became the rage in Europe, resuiting in trappers flocking to
the western wilderness where
beavers abounded

Neat looking Bead Ropes with 5
matching bracelets. Ideal for wear
with pantsuits for that extra added
touch. Latest fashion spring colors
to blend with your wardrobe.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Toddler Girls' Slacks with elastic waist
band for extra support. Care free 100%
cotton in an array of colorful styles. Toddlers sizes 2 3 IT.

Reversible For
Longer Wear .. .

Children's Buster Brown

MULTI-COLOR

MSU Shirts

WOVEN RUGS

Sizes 3-7

ROSES
LOW
11 F.

Ladies' Jamaica Shorts of easy care
100% nylon to stay neat looking wash
after wash. All popular pull-on styles in
sizes 10 - 18. Latest fashion colors to
choose from.

24" x 36" multi-color woven rugs.
Reversible for much longer wear.
Ideal for kitchen or use as runners.

100% Cotton with
elastic waist sup or:.

Attractive 100% Texturized
PoiyesterSOlirls & Pnnts7

alls
- Cover
Sizes Infants To

Do Your Easter Shopping at Roses

ROSES
LOW
PRICE
Terrific selection of 100% Polyester
Milliknit ® in great looking solids or
pnnts. Extra wide widths of 62" to 66"
make these knits more practical &
economical to use.

•Baskets
*Candy
'Plush Bunnies
*Inflatable Rabbits

7

12 Months .

•Novelties
•Gross
Toys

3.03
Infants to 12 months coveralls
for all day wear. Styles with
elastic in waist in colors of pink,
blue, maize, or mint.

•Easter Fashions for the whole family

BEETLE BAILEY

Hospital Report

yield desirable carcasses," he Just as good as ground corn in
pointed out. "The cattle should terms of the rate and efficiency
weigh about 700 pounds and be of gain produced.
about 120 days will result in in average flesh at the beginDuring the feeding period,
choice carcasses if cattle of the ning of the grazing season, and said Bradley, it is a good idea to
24-30
with
right age and quality are fed." should be implanted
separate steers and heifers and
nig of stilbestrol."
to control the stocking rate so
Bradley said UK research has
He said good to excellent that large amounts of lush
shown the value of feeding
pasture should be provided to pasture do not accumulate
cattle on grass alone during the
the cattle until about July 1, while cattle Fe being self-fed
first 50-60 days cif the grazing
season when pasture in Ken- after which the self-feeding of grain. He sand these measures
tucky is most plentiful and grain should begin. He said the will help prevent founder. He
nutritious, and then starting to cattle can begin directly on self- also emphasized the imfeed grain when pastures begin feeders if a mixture of 40 per- portance of providing minerals,
to decline. He added that heavy cent ground corn cobs and 60 fresh water and shade and
stocking rates make it possible percent ground shelled corn is controlling flies.
high-quality
"Combining
to make good use of the early' provided the first week. A
season pasture growth with this mixture of 20 percent ground forages with cattle of the right
system.
corn cobs and 80 percent ground age and breeding, at the right
The UK animal scientist shelled corn should be provided tune of the year, would result in
the second week. At the acceptable slaughter beef with
emphasised that it takes the
beginning of the third week, only a little more than one-half
right kind of cattle and good
either ground shelled corn or the grain per head which has
management if this system is to
whole shelled corn should be been used in many commercial
produce choice cattle. "You
need cattle which have the bred- fed. Bradley said most research feedlots in the past," Bradley
has shown that shelled corn is concluded.
in ability to gain rapidly and

100% Polyester

Values
2.88 Yd.

Double
Knit
$159

Malted Milk Balls
Bag of 100 Whopper Malted
Milli Balls. A lightweight
snack that is good at any
age. The ideal "inbetween" snack.

I{ FA

SAVE

27'

R
BAYE
ASPIRIN
3-oz. Net W t. schoir,

Bag.
Pops

1-0%... 11104 W1..)
61/

7,

ASPI

FOOT POWDER

(.11,',.'entet,.

ontsie

BOX OF

8 fl no. Earth Born Shampoo
Choose Apricot. Avocado. or Green
Apple for normal hair

rvr.
For daily toot Cairene Dr Srhad's
foot powder It soothes, cools &
dries. 3-oz. net at

5-0z. SOFT IP DRI

OUNCLs

WD - 40

DEODORANT
REG.
1.eves

•
on of WD - 40. Great to loosen
far ''1211
Genuine Bayer Aspirin in boxes of For relief of contrition use Alba Soft & On Non Sling Deodorant
sharing Net weight rusty parts stops squeaks & protects
50 tablets. Finest in quality limit 2 Seltzer Plus Cold Tablets. lemon use even after
metal.
'
5 ounces
Flavor Box of 36
per family.
i.
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Kuhn's Announces
Increase In Sales
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CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCIi00.11117443-tAKER MIXED CHORUS Front row, left to right-Janice Shelton, Debbie
Eldridge, Theresa Fortner, Lerma Duke, Diana Lawrence, Wanda Watkins, Cresti Bury, Leeann Edwards, Teresa Moody, Lisa
Turner, Theresa Dover, Cheryl Yancy, Rita Barrow, Kathy Todd, Cindy Ross; second row -Cindy Hart, Sherry Starks, Sabrinia
Riley, Sandra Duncan, Cindy Garrison, Amy Curry, Loretta Jones, Robin Bryan, leresa Turley, Terri Erwin, Sandra Irvin, Cindy
Rogers, Vickie Weatherford, Cindy Williams, Melissa Hale; and Cindy JewelE third row-Joe Futrell, Michael Schroader, Rick
Spann, Mitchell Cunningham, Jimmy Burkeen, Randy McDaniel, Gary McClure, Harold Bury, Mark Jackson, Allen Morris, Danny Hutson, Tony McClure, Tim Alton; and director, Mrs. Josiah Darnall. Other members not pictured are Ricky Cherry, Janet
Usrey and Deedy Osbrort,

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 1974-75 Laker Girls Chorus Front row, left to right - Barbara Karnes, Irene Stunson,
Nix Ann Osbron, Teri W. McCuiston, Lisa Smith, Mary Strode, Deneshia Crittenden, Felecia Rhodes, Debbie Bynum, Carole
Winchester; second row - Susie Imes, Wanda Crutcher, Beverly Thorne, Tena Bury, Rita Dawson, Debbie Dowdy, Cathy
Hester, Rita Edwards, Donna Overcast third row -Connie Smith, Jana Cooper, Cindy Knight, Lorraine Steen, Sandy Gray,
Debbie McClure, Mary Bonner, Tammy Haley, Paulette Hooks, Twyla Edwards, and Vickie Eldridge. Others not pictured are
Linda Zarembz, Janie Gibson, Minda Hurt, and Melesa Ramsey.
LET ME iJORO THAT
(
A LITTLE 2IFFERENTL6

THEREFORE, THE FIIK5I
THIN6 I WANT ,f00 lt) Oo
TOOAv 15 PRACTICE 41)LIR HITTIN6

-

I'M A CHAMP IN
ALL SPORTS --- / BET
I'LL BE IN THE
OLYMPICS SOMEDAY

WHICH
TEAM DO
YOU THINK
THEY'LL
PICK ME
FOR?

NASHVILLE, Tenn. Kuhn's - Big K Stores Corp.,
Nashville-based regional
Today marks the first Association.
How can we help children retailer, has announced its sales
national observation of Music In
full advantage of what the for January and February
Ten Questions about Music In take
Our Schools Day ( MIOSD). The
are offering in music? increased by nearly 9 per cent
Our Schools,as answered by the schools
purpose of the observance is to
By encouraging youngsters'
over the first two months of
Music Educators National
interest in music. By getting to 1974.
encourage support for music in Conference
also
know what is offered in the
education.
MIOSD
Jack W. Kuhn, president, said
What are the goals of music in
schools. By supporting the sales in the Company's sevenrecognizes the millions of young
our schools? To help every
people who make music, listen
youngster recognize beauty, schools' entire music program state chain of Big K discount
to music, and learn music
develop powers of self- 4K-12)so that children will have department stores and kuhn's
education
a sequence of opportunities to
through music
Variety stores were $15,590,492
expression, understand the
help them participate and
classes in the schools.
for January and February, an
cultural heritage, form inNationwide, MIOSD
is dependent value judgements progress to their fullest ability. 8.7 per cent increase over the
How do we evaluate our
sponsored by the Music about all musics, build a
$14,340,474 reported for the
Educators National Conmusic program? The
lifelong relationship with schools'
same period last year.
music program should have
ference. Here in the state,
were
sales
February
music.
continuity (music education
MIOSD is sponsored by the
What does music offer to the experiences K through 12); $8,342,147, a 13 per cent increase
Kentucky Music Educators
average child? Every child is variety (diversified musical over the $7,380,197 the Company
Association.
of developing some offerings); relevance (to the reported for the same month in
Governor Julian Carroll has capable
of relationship with music student body and to the 1974.
proclaimed March 13 as Ken- kind
Kuhn's - Big K Stores Corp.
performer or
carryover of music into adult operates 68 Big K discount
tucky's Music In Our Schools as creator,
and We): and
Interest
Day. Also Governor Carroll has listener.
qualified teachers department stores and 27
at (enought to reach all
formally urged Kentuckians to motivation can be sparked
students.) Kuhn's Variety stores in Teneducators try to
What is MENC? MENC nessee, Alabama, Arkansas,
cooperate with Kentucky music any age. Music
understand
youngsters
all
help
teachers and school ad(Music Educators National Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi
and
ministrators to advance the the elements of music
Conference) is the non-profit, and Missouri. A year ago, the
discriminating,
become
cause of music and its conmembership organization that Company was operating 59 Big
consumers.
enlightened
serves as leader and spokesman K discount department stores
tribution to the complete
education
music
much
How
for music education in the
education of Kentucky youth.
the average youngster United States. Its 62,000 and 27 Kuhn's Variety stores.
Both the Kentucky Education should
Kuhn's-Big K Stores Corp.
enough
be
should
There
get?
members are men and women stock is listed on the American
Association and the National
K engaged in
from
education
music
music teaching or
Education Association have
Exchange (Ticker
12 to realize the other music education work at Stock
endorsed the musical project. through
Symbol: KBK).
youngster.
every
of
potential
all institutional levels from
Local endorsement for obdetermine -how preschool through college and
servation in the Calloway Most states
GATOR 'AID'
offered
be
should
music
much"
university.
County schools comes from Mr.
Last year the National
However,
schools.
their
in
William Miller, Superintendent,
Audubon Society helped
demand
MC6E:NG corn
and the four school principals. parent and community
move 500 Louisiana alligators
The median price for a
and
quality
the
affect
can
Mrs. Eugene Berrill teaches
to areas in Mississippi and
home is now over 135,000, acis offered.
what
of
quantity
Marshall
music at North
Arkansas where the big repDo all students have equal cording to the National AssoElementary School, Dianne
tiles are in precariously short
music ciation of Home Builders. for
Wilkins at East Elementary, opportunities
supply. - CNS
All students should CNS
and Wayne Rodgers at South- education?
participate equally in
west Elementary. At Calloway be able to
Uneducation.
music
County High where Mrs. Josiah
the amount and
Darnall is choral director and fortunately,
of opportunities range
Terry Goodwin is band director, quality
from one school system
26 per cent of the student body is widely
another. For most young
formally enrolled in some kind to
children there is some regularly
of music education.
scheduled music in the
The Calloway County Instudents
strumental Music Department classroom. For older
varying opportunities
celebrated Music In Our School there are
Day by presenting an assembly to participate as performers,
or composers.
program at the Calloway County listeners
What does a student gain
High School, today for the
part in the perstudent body. The Concert Band from taking
music? Perwas featured along with the two formance of
enhances musical
choruses of the Vocal Music formance
skill and understanding. It also
Department.
pride to the student;
The Instrumental Music can bring
discipline of being part of a
Department consists of a the
group; the satisfaction
Concert Band of eighty mem- musical
sharing music with an
bers under the direction of of
Terry Goodwin. Members of the audience.
How does music relate to
Concert Band also make up the
facets of the school
Marching Band, Pep Band and other
The picture is
Laker Stage Band. Also offered curriculum?
Some schools are
at the high school are two changing.
the other arts
and
music
classes of Music Appreciation placing
at the core of the curriculum,
including sixty students inthem central to all
terested in studying the history making
other subjects. Music, well
of music and listening to
can favorably affect
various styles of music. The taught,
attitudes and skills in
Junior High program consisted students'
-other school subjects.
of seventy-five members in the
If a child is talented._ milt
sixth, seventh, and eighth
teachers help to develop
grades at the three elementary music
that talent? Although music
centers.
all students Music In Our School Day is a education is for
talented few national day of recognition for not just the
will recognize a
public school music by the music teachers
special ability and
Laurie 8 Sue Wilfiams, Owners
Music Educators National . child with
child's interest
Conference and locally by the will foster that
Kentucky Music Educators and talent.

Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake

Reopening
March 14
Serving:
*Catfish
•Broasted Chicken
*Seafoods
*Country Ham
*Steak

Open Every Friday, Saturday and
Sunday
Phone 436-5496

WASH isiGTON'S ON
'NE ONE-DOU-AR BILL
AND LINCOLN IS ON
'It-4E FIVE •

Crossword Puzzler

6

ACROSS
1 Repukikcin
party pp„
4 Hersh to the
taste
to?
anat.,s„

9
12
13
14
15
1197

Macaw
Insect
Men s name
Abate
e
stance
Lane
21 Sun god
22 Pilaster
25 Three-toed
sloths
27 Church
benches
31 Fermi* deer
32 Serrnperasitic
shrub
34 R1Vef 111
Siberia
35 Electrified
Deride
36 Free of
37 Parent (col log I
38 Overlaid
wIlh plaster
41 Precious
stone
42 Spreads for
drying
43 Speck
44 Measure of
wee;phl (pi)
45 Above
47 Reverber 51,00
49 Heavenly
beings
53 Harbinger
57 Falsehood
58 Aquatic
marry/sal
80 River ,11
Scotland
61 Likely
62 Sections of
hospdal
63 Man 5
nickname
DOWN
1 Femme. Icol

rills
aith

[s

ARSE, WHAT DO
YOU 11.1INK OF TI-IE
WOMEN'S LIB
MOVEMENT 2

IN THE
MYSTER/OUS
CAVELANOS.,

HOW PLAYFUL THEY ARE!
PRIARF DINOSAURS. NEVER
KNEW SUCH CREATURES
EXISTED!

DIANA

NIU5T BE SOMEWHERE HERE-'ANA.,,

Answer to Yesterday s Puzyle

IMIL,KIF-1
2tarl
OECoMIF.i4 1113.4r
OWare
zi
OV UMiiiiWOW iallIAR U1:14
1 41[Weirtl. UM
UM1.F4 ;
0M02ia Ut7.1111W1:1111A
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RE.040
8 Loved one
9 Fruit seed
110 URAIMA MWIIR
10 Exist
UNA /AWA1BM NUA
11 Armed con
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Alp
liNSIII
:1117
OP
LH
e
r rialtinill
16 Resort
ff
.131-.
/5
18 Bound
20 Pronoun
32 Witty remark 49 A stale labbr I
22 Take as ones 33
o
y,e
,
o
C4
35 5
P
00
own
1 :iin
5°
forth
'
3 sAryit,bostoctriaotirc
24
52 Music as
ce
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gg
ideno
at wn
9;
30
4
log )
2 Native rnelsi
3 Dance step
4 Appellation ol
Athena
5 Restrained
6 Symbol to,

FAUIX'air.1

28
28
29
30

telluhurn
Distended
Latin con'unction
Female
Junctures

4l Proceed
44 Flock y all
46 Farm implement
48 Posseseve
pronoun

OF
00E3A-

RIGHT r

Easter
From A Nationally Known
Manufacturer
New Spring & All Season

Suits &
Sportcoats

54 Sum up
55 Sign of
zodiac
1 r 01 tot
4
Lay.5
52 s
5

Savings Up To

terbium

m
iummiummanium
ummummumum
plimmxillUMMO

gEgAMIMMaMMOMM
maillIgUMUMUMMW
MEMMUMMONOMM
UMMMMINAMMMOM
MOM= Imam
ppimmummaimm
a0,Aummdming
MEMMUMMIIMMOMM
MIIMMUMMINAMM
y United

r tyre SyMiryte. pw.

545

TI-I'

WHO

Just Received In Time For

7,-- xlmiloa4

IN tr

IF NEL,)N RocKEFELLER AN'
ONASSIS HA1NT
TH' RICHEST
MEN IN TH'
WORLD-

Special Purchase

753-1632
Beginning Sunday, March 16

Hove
Lunch & Dinner
At lady.;

Oven t t car.-1/10
Complete Menu Yeatunng
'al
Our Famous Catfish.

THE INTE AAAAA CARD

a

You Can Do Better At Our Store

Rudy's Restaurant
104S 5th

master charge

A good many of these suits and sportcoats are first quality but some
may have a very slight imperfection, but all of these suits and
sportcoats carry the same guarantee as if you paid the full worth of
these suits and sportcoats. You must
see these to appreciate the fine
materials, workmanship and
styling

*Shoes 'Shirts *Slacks
*Ties *Belts

Joe Lookofsky
Mens Wear
"Dependable Since 1912w:— " On The Court Sq.
Mayfield, Ky.

•
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arceithe &tanoav WANTADS
2 Notice

2. Notice
DON'T KNOW where to turn?
Try NEEDLINE Dial NEED
753-6333.

9. Situations Wanted

16. Home Furnishings

KENMORE THREE cycle FIREWOOD, $10 per rick, TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating, water
washer, excellent condition,
delivered. 753-0271.
and garbage pick up fur$125, avocado. Older G. E.
nished. Will be available first
dryer, $20. Rectangular dining
A-GOOD RUY-ftive it a try.
week in Aprtl. Couples only.
table, needs refinishing.
America's
Blue- Lustre,.Call 753-8835 for appointment.
Buffett, dresser, few odd
shampoo.
favorite carpet
chairs. 753-2836 after 5 p. m. Western Auto, home of
-Wishing Well Gift Shop."
30. Business Rentals
$41" AVACADO green range,
electric, good as new. Also MINOLTA SRT-101 with F1.7 COMMUNITY STORAGE room
drapes and miscellaneous
for rent, 808 Chestnut, 3,000 sq.
lens and matching equipment.
items. 753-9680.
ft. Will remodel. Call 502-584Total value $530.61. All for
$325. Call 753-7632 after 9 p. m. 1281, Bob End.

CARPENTER NEEDS work
interior, exteriort or painting.
Lowest prices in town. For
estimate, call 753-0341

The Craft House
602 S. 12th St.
Going Out 01 Business
SALE

Photographs
Black S. White or Color

Yarns-Further Reduced

Passports

Everything marked down
again. Saturday is last day of
sale.

Billfold's

Also equipment for sate
such as: cash register, adding machines. Also stove,
refrigerator,
cabinets,
tables, etc. for sale.

for application
Copies for
old photographs

Love's
Studio
-

-_- $o nom,
!bow 713-2342

, TV GUIDE-Delivered by mail
to your home weekly. $6.75 per
year-a saving of 50 per cent
from newstand price. Send
‘• $6.75 to P. O. Box 32-N,
Murray, Kentucky.
ltalvatsve.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.

10. Business Opportunity

3. Card Of Thanks

WOULD YOU believe that
opportunity is back in town.
Due to expansion to local
concern, several openings
with, opportunity for advancement are available.
Excellent pay scale, excellent
working condition, complete
training program available.
Phone 753-2654 between 10 a.
m. and 5 p. m.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

12. Insurance

THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt for
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to $80. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.

JACK & JILL-openings for
children. Infants-6 years..
Drop-in service. 753-9922.
WATKINS
PRODUCTSSpecials just for you Pickup
or free delivery. Geraldine
Mathis, 1705 Keenland. 7538284.

If you're a
good driver,
I can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance.

WE, THE family of Emily
Lassiter, would like to express
our deep appreciation to our
many friends for the acts of
kindness extended to us during
the illness and death of our
Mother and Grandmother. We
shall never forget the many
kind words, the flowers and
the food that you brought to
our homes.
We shall always be grateful to
the wonderful nurses at the
Westview Nursing Home, to
Dr. Quertermous for his kind
care, and to the Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home for
their efficient service in this
dark hour.
Richard and Ethel Lassiter
Charlie and Ruth I assiter
Jerry Lassiter
WE WISH to express our sincere thanks and appreciaiton
to those who were so
thoughtful and kind during the
illness and death of our
husband and father, Ellis
Shoemaker.

* **
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POLE
with GARAGE APARTMENT, four
ELECTRIC
everything needed to hook up
rooms upstairs, two downto gas or oil trailer, $25. Call
stairs. Access to garden, yard
492-8777.
is mowed. 753-5733.
._

Help Wanted 6. Help Wanted
Houses for Sale
Cars for Sale

WANTED AT ONCE Professional breakfast cook,
$3.00 per hour. Professional
dinner cook, $3.50 to $3.75 per
hour. Jobs Unlimited Employment
Agency, 1627
Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky, Call 442-8161.

TEACHERS - DO you dream
of having a new car, home,
and travel? Why not let us
show you how to have these
things and more. Pay for it
with a part time income 7533763 Couples preferred

16' TILT TRAILER with two
axleS. Call 753-7370.

Tennessee 38242..
NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products. Call 7535550.

FURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment - large living
room, complete kitchen,
private entrance and bath.
BEAR CAT III police scanner.
Could accommodate 3 or 4
Call 753-7609.
students. Phone 753-3143.

FOUR ROW or six row international planter. Call 4928339.
FERGUSON 20 tractor, excellent condition, no equipment. $1100. Call 753-2958 or 753-6633.

CAMPER FOR long wheel base
truck with boat racks on top, FURNISHED MODERN two
bedroom duplex, central heat
metal
$425. Metro-Teck
detector, model 220-A-DHS, and air, carpeted, dishwasher,
private patio, and driveway,
$50. 1939 Buick, $350. Call 435partial utilities paid. $140
4592.
monthly. Married couples
only. No children or pets. 753PLANTS FOR sale-tomatoes, 9574.
peppers, marigolds, petunias,
etc. Azalia and other shrubs.
THREE BEDROOM house in
Sawmill lumber, compost, at
country with garden space.
Old Murray Sawmill, 753-4147.
For May 1. Call 753-8939.

135 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor and plow, 408 hours.
Fred Kirkland, 189-2525.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.

OAK FIREWOOD for sale
$12.50 per rick, delivered. Call
436-2315.

16 GUAGE Winchester shotgun,
model 12. Phone 753-7171.
1974 SHULTZ 14 x 70, thre2,
bedroom, all electric, front
The sooner you call,
14' JON BOAT. 15 H. P. kitchen carpeted. 753-9717.
the sooner you save.
Evinrude trolling motor. New
trailer. Call 753-8147 or 753- 1970 MOBILE HOME, 12 x 50.
Ronnie Ross
7650.
Call Cottage Grove, Ten210 E. Main
nessee, 901-782-3892.
14' FIBERGLASS sailboat and
Phone 753-0489
m
trailer. Call 436-2174.
1972 HALLMARK mobile home,
double wide 24 x 52, all gas,
wall to wall carpet, beautiful
26" TEN SPEED boys bicycle,
14. Want To Buy
drapes, partially furnished,
just like new, $70. Call 753-4304
underpinned. Located at
after 5 p m.
Riviera Courts. Price $8700.
COINS-AMERICAN. Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or sell.lommi 753-6526 after 4 p. m,
Five silver dollars, $25.
ONE 10 x 46 MOBILE home,
Buying gold coins, unexcellent condition. Also for
circulated. $1-pay $95. $2.50.
PIANO,
6250.
Call
7534936
rent - one 12 x 60 mobile
pay $50. to $75. $5-pay $80. $10home. Located at Dill's
pay $110. $20-pay $200. Paul F.
Faivre, 753-9232.
UNIVOX GUITAR like new. Trailer Court, Murray Driveand Gibson amplifier. $160 In Theatre Entrance, Murray,
Kentucky, or call 753-1551.
Call 753-0827.

15. Articles For Sale

FOUR LONG dresses, like new
sizes Jr. 7 and 9. Ideal for
spring dances. 753-9357.

16. Home Furnishings
LARGE VINYL Berkline
recliner chair. Phone 753-6792.
REFRIGERATOR AND stove
for sale or trade. Reasonable
rate. Call 753-2342.
WESTINGHOUSE
DISHWASHER. Good buy. Phone
early morning or after 5. 7531924

Get The Top Hits
on L P.1, tapes & 45's at
T. V. Service
Center

ea,

All Red .4 Orange Morrhondise
Sale ends Sat . March

22. Musical
WURLITZER ORGAN, two full
key boards, percussion section, 12 voice controls, built-in
cassette player, much more.
753-2637 between 6:30.9:00 p.
m. '
OLD PUMP organs, player
pianos, Swiss music boxes,
most any old instruments. Will
buy or trade-in on new
Baldwin Pianos or organ.s
I.onardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Parts, Tennessee, 642-0971.
BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, tennessee. Also the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore,
Murray, Kentucky

PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911,

.,LissetAPJA
Starks Hardware
Kountry Kitchen
12)11 4 Popio,

12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
central
electric,
airconditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
Highway 94).

TWO
UNFURNISHED
bedroom duplex, 1310 Duiguid
Drive, central heat and air,
carpet, patio. 753-7154, 7538012, 753-1262.

RETIRED COUPLES
Where one is 62 or over If your
net worth is 455 than 5.5,000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
'natal. New I and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murray Manor.
Central air conditioning and heat,
stove refrigerator and water fur
nished

Murray Manor Apts.
Diuguid Drive
753-8668

Or I PAcP

37. Livestock - Supplies

AKC REGISTERED puppies Available now. Irish Setters,
Miniature
Pekingese,
Dachshunds, Chihuahuas,
Cocker Spaniels, Siamese
complete
Also
Kittens.
grooming service. Pet World,
121 Bypass.

TWO PONIES. Children have
outgrown them. Phone 7534106.

MALE SETTER Bird Dog, two
years old, with papers. Call
7534493.

2.18 ACRES of dark fire cure
tobacco for rent. Raymond
Hamlin, 213 South 12th Street,
753-0599.

*******************************

"ATTENTION
FISHERMAN"
Bills Lakeshore Market on Donaldson Creek, Barkley lake now
open with all your live bait, fishing supplies. Register for FREE
GIFTS - No purchase necessary.
IP*41- 1P441-4-4-444tall--41-4t
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$100 Reward
For information leading to arrest and conviction of person or persons who have vandalized the home of Danny Roberts located on
London Drive-in Canterbury Subdivision.

436-1171
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Roofing
Swift
Commercial
Residential
v Built-up Roofs
v Wood Shingles
v- Asphalt Roofs
v- New and Old Roofs
Call...
iiliortSwift-owner
Murray, Ky.

Route 6

MURRAY MANOR-all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-3668.
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
apartments.
unfurnished
Available immediately. 7534331 or 753-4140.

AUCTION SALE

436-2172
or 753-63 11 Area Code 502

Auction Sale
Farm Equipment
Personal Boats & Trucks
Rain or Shine
LOCATION: Mrs. Judy Richardson Farm 'Just across river
from Cumberland City- From Clarksville, Turn off 79 at Red
Top follow Auction Arrow's - 15 Miles from Dover, Tenn.

Saturday, March 15, 10:00 a.m.
hie or Shim et tiro Leto Nors14111rentley Fent 4 odes fest of Now Coecenl.

Will sell all kinds of carpenter tools, vise, bench saw, brass
and bits, pipe wrenches, grinder, hand saw, skill saw, 3 tin
snips, 4 electric drills, tool box and all kinds of tools, wire
stretcher, 2 wheel trailer, log chains, 2 hog feeders, 3 rolls of
barbed wire, chain saw, 2 come-along, grease guns, hand
seed sower, step ladder, 2 power mowers, riding mower, 2
electric heaters, household items-dishes, 2 televisions, electric stove, porch swing, metal cabinet, book case, old chest of
drawers, horse drawn tools, 250 to 300 bales of clover and
Timothy hay, gentle pony, lots of scrape iron, lots of other
items too numerous to mention.

Terry Shoemaker
Moe. 502-434-5377

SONIC
"Food Service With The Speed Of Sound Is
Coming To Murray"
One of the fastest growing drive-in
chains in America
"ASSISTANT

MANAGER needed for Sonic of Murray"

Full-time employment with opportunity for advancement. No food service experience necessary
Opening date, approximately May. I.

.

Mail resumei-include picttire,, marital status,
education, and work backgroundl-to Bob Amos, P.0
Box 7403, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105

4

REASON FOR SAM Dissolvement of partnership.
PARTIAL LIST OF EQUIPMENT: 1 -8 ft. Wheel type J. D. Disk,1
- 3 pt. Hitch Tractor Tiller, I - Massey Ferg. Wagon - 1 yrd.
old, 1- J. D. Wagon, 1 - J. D. 3 pt. Hitch -3 Bottom Plow, 1 Sup - A- Side Mounted Mower, 1 -5 Bar John Deere Rake'
good, 1- 141 John Deere Balor - good, 1 - 302 New Ideal Row
Corn Snapper, 1 - John Deere Wheat Drill, 1 • Old Holland
Tobacco Setter, 1 - J. D. Drawbar Mower, 1 -3 pt. Hitch - 2
Row'Planter, 1 -Electric Welder, 1 -24 ft. Little Giant Ele., 1
- Pract. New Danuser Post Hole Digger, 1 - 3 pt. Hitch - 1 Row
Cult.
TRUCKS, TRACTORS, t BOATS: 1-16 ft. Cherokee Boat -with 65 HP Evinrude & Trailer, 1-1965-1609 Series IH Truck v-8
Engine - Steel Flat' grain & cattle racks, 1 - BOO Series Ford
Tractor - just rebuilt, 1 115 Massey Ferguson gas with mult.
power- extra nice. 1 - Ford Ferguson Tractor & Plow, 1 - 8 HP
Craftsman Riding Mower-lik-Nu-, 1-6 ft. Drag Disk, 1-3 pt.1-Bottom Plow, 1 - 3 pt. - 4 - 16" - Bottom Plow, 1000 No, Kobe
Les. Seed. 1 - 14 ft. - Fiber Glass Fishing Boat, 1 - 444 IH Gas,3
pt. Hitch, 1 -Drag type Harrow, 1 - 3 pt. Hitch 2-Row Cult.
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: With spring just around the corner you will find some good used equipment - extra nice truck
- passible owners may decide to sell several other pieces of
equipment.
NOTE: Any announcement day of sale will have precedence over former advertising.
"A Selling Team"

Bogard Realty & Auction Co.

Applicant may be male or female, must be in good
health, rind enjoy working witla people. Leadership
ability is important. Only applicants with stable work
-.PcoEt1

FENCE SALE-Sears preseason fence sale,'lbw through
March 15. Call harry 1.yles at
753-2310 for free estimate

TWO ST. BERNARD puppies.
one male, one female. Can be
registered. 498-8314 or 4928203.

BEA
pup
Exc
$50

Saturday March 15, 10:00 a. m.

Central Shopping Center
753-5865

AMPLIFIER, .$50 Call Keys
Keel, 753-4672.

10% on

NICE THREE room apartment,
heat and water furnished, $85
monthly. See at 602 Poplar.

20. Sports Equipment

Red 8. Orange Sale
LADIES TO do telephone
survey work in their home.
$2.10 per hour. Must have
private line. For information.
write: T. M. Lancaster, 203

BEAUTIFUL __HANDMADE
quilt, Wild Rose pattern. Call
753-0845 after 3 p. m.

27. Mobile Home Sales

A special thanks to Dr. Lowry,
Miss Hughes, the nurses of
Murray-Calloway
County 35 MM SLR Camera Besler
Topcon auto 100 with inter
Hospital, the Max Churchill
changeable lens capabilities.
Funeral Home, Brother
Call 753-8200.
Hargis, Brother Dale, Ewing
Stubblefield and singers, and
the pallbearers.
PRECUT PICTURE frames,
We are so grateful to all the
ready to assemble, assorted
friends and neighbors who
sizes.
Murray
Lumber
contributed food, sent flowers
Company.
and cards, and every comforting word extended to us
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
during our sorrow.
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
May God's richest blessings be
America's finest. Rent electric
with each of you.
shampooer
$1. Big K, Belaire
Myrtie Shoemaker and family
Shopping Center.

31. Want To Rent

THREE BEDROOM house in
country with garden space.
For May 1. Call 753-0128.
FOLDING NYLON net playpen,
$10. Practically new. 753-5240
after 4
32 Apartments For Rent

19. Farm Equipment
WE WOULD like to take this BURIAL INSURANCE up to
method to thank each and
$2,000. Health, no problem.
-everyone who was so kind
Golan C. Hays. 753-1976.
during the illness and death of
our dear loved one. To Dr.
Marquardt, the Second Floor
nurses who did so much to
ease his suffering.
To Bro. Burpoe for his
comforting words, his visits to
the home and hospital, to the
choir for the beautiful music,
for visits, food, calls, flowers,
and cards and most of all for
your prayers.
May each of you have the same
kindness shown you when
sorrow comes to you is our
prayer.
The family of Hassell
Hutson

. BRENDA'S BEAUTY Salon is
now open. Call 753-4582 for
appointment. 603 South 4th
Street_

Situations
Wanted

WHITE OAK and post oak fence
posts, slabs and lumber. Call
436-2266.

TWO BEDROOM house, 317
•
Irvan. Phone 753-8175

36 For Rent

efir
it
10
.t

38. Pets • Supplies

29 Mobile Home Rentals 34. Houses For Rent

24. Miscellaneous

".

"Sell the Quick Way"
Licensed in Tennesiee & Kentycky
Box 154 - Dover,Tennessee/37058
Ed "Bogle-Regard, tic. 5-46 fames B. Cathey,
Office: 232-5150
Lit. 394
232-6221
Home:
Dickson, Tenn.
446-8742
Dover, Tenn. 37058
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43. Real Estate

BEAUTIFUL IRISH Setter
puppies, AEC registered.
Excellent pets for children.
$50. 435-4589 after 5.

PARADISE
KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
up and delivery service now
available. Call 753-4106.

41. Public Sales
GARAGE SALE. Moving. 1705
Johnson Blvd., Saturday,
March 15, its. m.- 1 p. m.

43. Real Estate
INCOME PROPERTY - Good
location and good investment
property offering two furnished apartments, in good
condition and priced right at
622,500. Contact Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597 for
information.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spam Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 7531651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.

6.

FIVE ACRE tracts in restricted
development only miniltes
from Kentucky Lake. Located
on blacktop road just north of
Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
phone are at the property.
Financing available. Low
down payment. Jobe C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. 502) 7530101 or 753-7531.
YOU'LL LIKE the practical
floor plan and the view of the
countryside from the front
yard of this unusual three
bedroom brick home. The
garage is large enough for
your car and camper - Immaculate interior and exterior. Call us at Wilson Real
Estate, 753-3263, 202 South 4th
Street.

44. Lots For Sale
KENTUCKY LOT on Blood
River, five miles east of
Murray on Highway 280, at
Baywood Vista Subdivision. 12
x 42 1972 model mobile home
with extra family room attached, carpeted throughout,
wooded lot, excellent location,
priced at only $6,250. Contact
Alexander Real Estate &
Auction Sale. Martin, tennessee 902-587-4244.
FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.

NOTICE
Paschall Plumbing
& Electric
Repair
Now Has A New Murray Phone No.
For Future Service Work

Call 753-5674
Day or Night

All Types of
Well Pump Repair

/isk, 1
1 yrd.
1take I Row
Aland
eh - 2
Me., 1
1 Row

with
v-8
Ford
molt.
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Bobby Paschall, owner

BY OWNER-Three bedroom,
newly redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on acre lot.
One car garage. Two miles
from Murray. Call for appointment. Call 753-4931

JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner (502) 492-8837.

ROBERTS REALTY PRESENTS:
"Homes for the Critical List Budget"

NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. l's story
contempory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Mari
extras in house, including,
Cathedral ceiling, balcony,
central vac and intercom. Call
753-9208.

For Sale
By Owner
3 bedroom brick veneer house
near Coklwater, living room,
dining-kitchen, built-ins, bath,
completely carpeted, air conditioned, electric heat, laundry, carport.

"

EVTNG TH

49. Used Cars & Trucks

Call 7134650 or 411-2111 iftor 11:011 pass - ask for Jerry.

1973 FAST BACK Datsun, like
new 5,000 actual u4les. Also
1973 Chevy Impala, excellent
shape. 753-9513.

BY OWNER: Nine month old
brick home on large corner lot
in quiet family neighborhood.
Three bedrooms, two baths,
large living room and 18 x 28
kitchen-family room combination with fireplace and
built-in appliances. $37,000.
Call 753-8120. See at 800 North
20th Street.

GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rototillers, and small engines. 4365525.

Maned
General Hauling. White
Rock, Lime Stock Piled.
Jackie Rolm Truck Service
Phone 753-3533

1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes and air
conditioning, 39,000 miles,
$2503.00. Call 436-2584.

ULLET

uerN?"

50. Campers
SHASTA FIFCH wheel trailer,
self-contained, very good
condition. 753-3734 or 753-9989
after 6 p. m.
L4M1--A-RAMA Sales, coachman, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers, In
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.

SHIR-CAR WELDING: Small
but efficient fabrication or
repair. Now is the time to
prepare for spring. Free
estimates. Pick up and
on
request.
delivery
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
753-0866.

FARM AUCTION
Saturday, March 15, 1975 10:00 a.m.
Reim or Shim
Complete Disperser of ell Mem* orpipmerd mood w tn.Ts...wok imolai
1, WiryfieM, ly lost his loose as Ms Nem eed is..- mien te armee WM%
kis Med Smith esti Welding Rep* lesiness.

Ford 5000 Diesel - 1968 model "sharp", 4 botton No. 18
breaking plows-spring trip, 10' International 37A Wheel Disc sealed bearings,- like new,4 row International No. 463 Spring
Tooth Cultivator - new guage wheels,7 tooth -3 point Krause
Chisel Plow-like new, 4 row John Deere Rotary Hoe, 4 Row
International Planter with fertilize attachment - "nice" Ford
4000-Live PTO - Spinout wheels - new tires - 1964 Model,3 bottom, Ford No. 101 Breaking plows - 12"-trip type, 7',2 foot 3
point Ford Flexo Disc, 2 row spring tooth cultivator, 3 point
JOHN HL'TCHENS' Plumbing
mono rotary cutter - like new, 3 point adjustable grader
and Electric Repair Service.
blade, 3 point Ford reversible Pond Scoop, Ford No. 501
436-5642
small.
No jobs too
Sickle Mower, Ford Post hole digger, No. 10 International
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
Grain Drill - 16 hole and like new, 8 row boom sprayer-trail
type Ace pump - aluminum tank, 2 row International planter
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
with fertilize attachment, 4 wheel farm wagon, John Deere
cut? Call 751-6556
Hydraulic hoist for farm wagon, 3 point sub soiler, John
Deere 2 row rotary hoe, 3 point hydraulic boom pole, John
Deere two wheel-rubber tired manure spreader, 10 ft. John
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
culimulcher,7 foot double culti packer,8 foot E-Z Flow
Deere
753-7370 after 8 p.m.
Lime spreader, VAC 14 Case tractor, 3 point wide front with
plow and disc, 1970 Chevy 2 ton truck with Mid West grain
Professional Carpet Cleaning
' bed, 15 top hoist and two speed axle, 1958 Dodge 2 Ton truck grain bed - Cattle racks - new tires, hydraulic cylinder, elec180 degree Steam Cleaning.
tric impact wrench, 2 cylinder 2 h.p. air compressor, CrafMin. $10.00
tsman drill press, electric drill motors, electric grinder, benCall Tim Sigman
ch vice, 12 ton hydraulic press, log chains, lot boomers, one
barn of bailed hay, other miscellaneous items.
153-0934
Steve Thompson, Owner Phone 623-4666.
Location - 14 miles west of Mayfield, Ky. on Highway 121 on
CARPENTRY
WORK.
Gilliam Thompson farm.
Remodeling, room additions,
Watch for Sale Signs.,
any type of home improvements. Free estimates.
436-5840.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS.
Storage sheds up to 12 x 30,
lake cabins 24 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways. South
of Murray to Paris Landing.
Lakeland Construction. 4362505.

TRUCK BEDS. Grain trucks.
460 IH tractor 1965 GMC with
Services Offered
roll baiii bed and winch. 1973 51.
GMC pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix SS. WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks All work guaranteed
$14,500 - BAYWOOD VISTA, ,rt May see at Ashland Station in
Call 492-8869.
Coldwater Phone 489-2299 or
new two bedroom home with
247-3895.
walk-out basement near lake,
also for $12,300 a two bedroom
WILL DO babysitting in my
home nestled in the pines at 1964 INTERNATIONAL truck
home. Call 753-2813.
Panorama Shores. Contact
grain bed. Call 753-0890.
Moffitt Realty, 304 Main, 753ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
3597 for viewing.
WM CASE diesel tractor. 19I0 shop (old ice plant). Complete
Dodge Challenger. 1955
remodeling and repairs,
BY OWNER - New three
Chevrolet two ton, six cylin- cabinets, paneling, doors,
bedroom, two bath, home,
der, flat dump trunk with
formica work, finish carUnique design offers ingrain bed. Call 492-8637,
pentry, contracting Phone
dividuality in today's home.
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
Immediate possession. Call 1969 FORD COUNTRY Squire
753-3903.
Wagon. 32,000 actual miles,
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING,
four Michelin radial tires, like
landscaping, gravel hauling. CONTACT SCHOLAR Brother:
new condition. $1500.. Also 15'
Mrytle Brenneman, PotNICE TWO bedroom house at
for all your bulldozing,
Fiberglass Runabout boat,
tertown Road, 436-2540.
backhoe work, or trucking
1416 Vine, ideal for young
Mayfield, Ky.
walk through windshield,
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
couple or elderly couple. 753Refreshments irmankie
convertible top, 60 H. P
p.m.
after
7
or
9761.
354-8161
Johnson outboard, aqua blue WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service. 12
with white top, $1800. Call 753years experience. Free
7320 after 5 p. m.
47 Motorcycles
estimates. Call 753-3351.
Sleds-in And Save Even More!
1967 NOVA SUPER SPORT.
good condition, $550 or best PASCHALL PLUMBING &
1972 YAMAHA 250 dirt bike.
New paint, seat, transmission,
offer. Also Realistic eight
Electric. Well pump repair
Koni shocks, and tires. $900
track car tape player, $40. Call
service. Phone 753-5674.
invested. $500 or trade for car
498-8716.
of equal value. 753-8606 days.
residential and1964 CORVETTE, blue, both WELL MeW
cemeter": lots. Also will do
tops, four speed. Sell or trade •
interior and exterior painting.
for? 753-0752.
Cheap. Call any time, 436-2190
TRAIL BIKE-1974 Yamaha
or 753-4465.
250 MX. Also full Bore MX
boots, Enduro leathers,
1964 INTERNATIONAL
Yamaha helmet. 492-8713.
TRAVEL-ALL, four wheel DRY WALL construction and
finishing. Free estimates. Call
drive. Good condition. $400
James Cole, 1-901-593-5234. Big
m
after
5
p.
753-0703
Call
48. Automotive Service
Sandy, tennessee.

;Larry Clark
and Associates,
Auctioneers

50. Campers

1967 CHEVROLET Van, six
cylinder. See at 112 South 10th
Street.

A house that almost takes care of itself is the three room cottage on North 4th Street. Built for expansion on nice size lot
$9,500.00

1963 FORD TWO ton truck. A-1
condition. 753-4545 or 753-6763

Compact yard makes lawn and shrubbery fun instead of
work! Located at 519 South 13th and priced at $16,999.00. Extremely neat two bedroom house.

1965 PLYMOUTH, six cylinder,
1968 Oldrnobile Cutlass, 1962
Buick Electra. Call 436-2540.

Got a green thumb? You'll like this yard! Nearly an acre
with five bedroom,two bath, older home. Located at 307 North 7th and priced at $13,800.00

1969
CHEVROLET
KINGSWOOD station wagon,
air, double power. Excellent
condition. 53,000 miles. 7539957.

A do-it-yourself home is the three bedroom, aluminum siding
house on the Penny Road. So new it still needs finish work.
$15,500.00 or with small down payment,assume the loan!
A story-book home is located at 522 South 7th and priced at
$21,000.00. Three bedrooms, family room, fireplace, closets
galore. You must see the inside to appreciate this house!
For a boy and a dog is the four bedroom house near Friendship Church. House,stock barn, and other outhouses located
on an acre and a half lot and priced at $14,500.00.
A house that almost takes care of itself is the brick on the
Lynn Grove Highway. A really neat house, large brick
storage building and the perfect patio and bar-be-q grill for
entertaining. Priced to sell at 822,000.00!

C:

51. Services Offered

GUTTERING - SEARS all
aluminum seamless gutters
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO.- ELECTROLUX SALES &
with baked on white or colored
Siding, carports, awnings, Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
enamel Call Larry Lyles at
patio covers. Will Ed Bailey, Box 213 Murray or call 1-382753-2310 for free estimate.
492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence 2468, Farmington.
492-8879.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN- 53. Feed And Seed
WOULD LIKE to take down Prompt, efficient service. No
television tower and rotor. 50 job too small. Call Ernest WHEAT STRAW for sale. 75
White. 753-0605.
cents per bale. Call 489-2522.
ft. or higher. Call 753-6740.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

17E.A 1_7- V
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51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

Homes For Sale

FOUR G78-15" belted Polyglas
tires - 6 ply 8 ply rating,
mounted on rims,fits Dodge or
Ford pickup. Tires and rims,
$100. Call 753-8964.

414 S. 12th

••••••••

Every Singty sewing machine reduced

Ky.
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38. Pets Supplies
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Phone 753-1651

1974 DATSUN 2602, bronze.
automatic, air, AP wheels.
AM-FM, eight track, fully
loaded. Listed for $6803. Firm
$4900. 753-8606 days.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, $225. Call
474-2279.
1974 JAVELIN AMX, fully
loeded with all the extras
including AM-FM, rear
defroster, tilt wheel, 401 Gold
package and many more. A-1
condition. Priced to sell. $3100-.
Call 753-9653.
-•,

1961 VOIX/TIVAGEM:111111987I motor Good shape, $300 ('all
753-5985

1974 22' AVENGER travel
trailer,sleeps seven, bath with
shower, completely selfcontained, pressurized water
system. Phone 753-4494 after 5
p. m.

EXPERIENCED MECHANIC.
Tune up. alternators, starters,
and etc. Call 753-9629.
PAINTER
EXPERIENCED
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 4354480.

AUCTION
Sat. March 15- 10 a. m.
At the late Porter Lassiter home,8 miles southwest of Murray, ½ mile north of Taylor's Store,
2/
1
2miles south of Harris Grove
This is an extra nice sale of farm equipment, furniture, appliances and antiques. Extra nice 135 Massey-Furgerson
tractor, only 1200 hours multipower 3 spring trip plows, adjustable 12" to 14". 2 row cultivator, like new. John Deere
drill with spray attachment. Rotary hoe, roatary mower,
tractor post hole digger. 20 foot grain elevator, boom pole,
rubber tire wagon, other tractor tools.
Extra sharp 1967 Ford pick-up, long wide bed,6 cylinder, 3
speed, 30,000 actual miles. Riding lawn mower, lots of shop,
hand and garden tools, tobacco scaffolds, sawed oak posts.
good steele tired road wagon,lots of mule gear and tools of all
kinds.
FURNITURE: Nice electric stove, refrigerator, large
chest type home freezer, new fuel oil heater, living room
suite, dinette suite, odd chairs, tables, picture frames, portable T. V., small appliances. Lots of dishes, glass, cooking
utensils, quilts and linens.
NICE ANTIQUE ITEMS: 3 bedroom suites, 1 poster, 2 Jenny Lind,old trunk, primative chest of drawers, blanket chest,
pie safe, oak ice box, rockers, treadle sewing machine, hall
hat rack, high back beds and dressers, kerosene and aladdin
lamps, old jars and jugs. laundry stove, old tea kettle, lots.
more extra good items.
FOR INFORMATION CALL

Chester-Miller Auction Service
435412g6f 435:414= Auttioneers
Paul A. Lassitet, Admst.-435-4543

Save $30.00
ZIG-ZAG WITH BlJILT-IN
BLIND-HEM STITCH
•Exclusive Singer* front drop-in
bobbin •Fabric setting, stitchlength dials•Snap-on presser
feet, many other conveniences.
Carrying case or cabinet extra

95

9Reg.119.95
$
8
252/242

FlJTURA • II MACHINE WITH CABINET. Has exclusive 2-way
sewing surface, flips from flat to in-the-round sewing, instantly.

si ocoo off reg. price
J
Model 920/223

Just Arrived New Shipment

Polyester
Knits

Values
to '3.98 yd

q

yd

-Just In Time For EasterNo Limit

We have a Credit Plan designed to fit your budget.
, We also have a liberal trade-immolicy:

Murray Sewing Cente

Pkok

Bel Air Shopping Center •A Tradeinark Of THE SINGER COMPANY
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Funeraisl
Ray Turner Dies
At His Home Here
On East Main

Airport Vital To Community. ..
With their two children, he and his wife,
Barbara, live on Doran Road, where his
office houses airport records which take 10
or 15 hours a week of his time.
"All my life I wanted to fly.. so when I
graduated from high school in 1942, It
being obvious which direction the country
was headed, I signed up. It's been my life,
-and.l enjoy it," Erwin said.

Ray Turner, age 56, of East
Main Street died sometime last
night at his home. His body was
discovered this morning about
9:30, but he had been seen by
persons yesterday afternoon.
The Calloway Coroner, Max
Morris, was called to the scene,
but said the death was due to
natural causes.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Wilson (Floy) Herndon, 1406
Poplar Street, Murray; five
brothers, Stanley of Almo,
Gaylon of 1306 Sycamore,
Gardie of Murray Route Two,
Robert of 1000 Vine Street, and
Audie of the National Hotel:
several nieces and nephews:
Mr. Turner was a member of
the Church of Jesus Christ of the
Latter Day Saints. Born September 15. 1918, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the
late Taylor and Sarah Meredith
Turner.
His body will be taken to the
-University of Louisville Medical
School which was his request in
dated
record
public
a
November 11, 1974.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of local
arrangements. No funeral
services are planned.

Four Charged
In Theft Of
Wheel Covers
A local man has been chatted
with knowingly receiving
stolen property in connection
with the alleged theft of a set of
wheel covers, according to law
enforcement authorities.
Dan Robertson, 19, is free on
$1,000 bond this morning after
being charged with buying a set
of wheel covers from a juvenile
for $30, according to authorities.
An affadavit accompanying the
warrant says the juvenile sold
the wheel covers to Robertson.
The wheel covers, allegedly
stolen from Thomas W. Murdock last night, were valued at
$65 by city police. Three
juveniles were charged in
connection with the incident.

Concerning the airport as a community
service, he added, "No community can
grow without an airport. I expect anything
I'm associated with to be run
professionally. I get my kicks out of being
sure it's run properly."
"I don't see how you Could improve on
my fellow board members - they're all
competent fellows. We all know what

(Continued from Page 1
prospect of some flooding.
Fulton Mayor L. C. Bone said
the "twin cities" of Fulton and
South Fulton on the KentuckyTennessee line "had the biggest
flood for a short time we've
ever had." Hari-is Fork Creek,
which runs through the city,
sent flood waters surging into
buildings on two of Fulton's
main business streets, he said,
adding that 30 to 40 families
were evacuated.
In Hopkinsville, flooding
forced about 50 families to flee
their homes, and extensive
property damage was reported
in residential areas.
Durm said the forecast called
for a 30 per cent chance of rain
today over central portions, 40
per cent over Eastern Kentucky and 20 per cent in northcentral sections.
Rainfall amounts ranged
from seven to eight inches in
Western Kentucky Wednesday,
the weather service said.

TODAY
P' LOSE WEIGHT BY
FRIDAY
rev Derail0 want to Ms.
tights
you want to become
the trim, slim person you mid
to MT Then do 1,05 thmsands
of others have done - take
SLENDER -X. SLENDER -X contains
no aortgerout groat, but will
help curb your appetite and
supplement your body while you
are . losing that ugly hit No
dangerous mercises or starving
diets. Thousands em10 used
plan successfully
SLENDER-%
Start today. the SLENDER-A way
BINDER -I' IS a tiny tenet sold
with an abaci rute GUARANTEE to
get rid of your ugly fat. In
mum of 1.911 and up it..
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we're doing," he said.
Joining the board in the fall of 1973,
Davkl W. Dickson is the board's newest
member, and a city appointee. Although
he does not actually fly, the Mansfield,
Ohio native became involved with the
airport through his position as general
manager of Tappan Division, Murray
Operation.
Dickson said,"One of my main concerns
is safety. We send a number of people
around the country, and their safety
during air travel is naturally of concern to
us, as is the necessity of having an airport
nearby.''
-The board is moving along real well,
although our construction work has been
held up by the weather. There's a lot more
activity at the airport than is apparent to
the casual observer," said Dickson, who
attended Ashland College and Kent State
University in Ohio.
The 46-year old Dickson lives with his
wife, Betty, and two of their five children
at Gatesboro Estates. Interested in music,
and a member of several vocal groups in
Ohio, he studied voice at Ohio State
University.
An army air force pilot in World World

STYLE SHOW PLANNED-Discussing decorations for "The IN-Loolc 75" are
Mrs. Nancy Hutson, chairman of the spring fashion show, and Mr. Steve Tinsley,
of Enix Interiors. The esent is sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and will be presented March 18 at 730 p.m. at the University
School Auditorium.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Murray Band Candy Sale Starts
Today With Promotion By Firm

Federal State Market News Service !starch
13, 1775
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 617 Est 400 Barrows & Gilts
steady 25e higher Sows steady 50e higher
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US 13300430 Lbs.
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US 2-4240-360 Ito
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US 3-4 260-210 Lan
$3750-3D 00
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saarin-zi 00
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US I-3380450 Lhs
833 00-34 00
US 1-3 450450 Lto
tl39 50-37 50
few at PLOD
US 2-3 300300 Lto
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The four hundred and twentyfive members of the Murray
Band Program, grades six
through twelve, begin today on
their annual candy sale.
This sale has been conducted
each spring for several years
and has proven to be one of the
best received fund raising
projects in the community,
band officials said.
Proceeds from the sale will go
to help support the bands of

Murray Middle and Murray
High Schools. The funds will be
used to purchase such items as
instruments, music, music
stands, teaching supplies, and
accessories.
An added feature this year is
being supported by The Murray
Burger Queen. The wrapper of
each bar of candy may be
redeemed at the Burger Queen
for one free Royal Burger with
the purchase of another at the
regular price of seventy cents.
The candy bars sell this year for
seventy-five cents each.
Band members will be canvassing their neighborhoods
during this sale and the
cooperation of the local citizens
will be deeply appreciated,
according to Frank Schwab,
Assistant Band Director.

Keller To Speak
Tonight At Ninth
Annual Lecture
.
_
Aleksandr
Solzhenitzyn,
distinguished exiled Soviet
novelist, will be Dr. Howard
Keller's subject when he
presents the ninth annual Alpha
Chi Faculty Honor Lecture on
Thursday.
Scheduled for 7 p. m., the
lecture is free to the public, and
will be held in Room 216 of the
Price-Doyle Fine Arts Annex.
Dr. Keller was chosen for the
honor for his scholarly distinction by the officers and sponsors
of Alpha Chi, the national
college honor scholarship
society.
Considered by some to be a
courageous critic of repressive
Soviet policies, and winner of a
Nobel Prize for Literature,
Solzhenitzyn was forced into
exile for his refusal to remain
silent.
"We consider a lecture
concerning Solzhenitzyn to be
quite appropriate for an
organization whose motto is
"Ye shall know the truth and
the truth shall make you free',"
said Dr. dell T. Peterson, a
sponsor of the group, and its
regional president.

continuation of the grant.
Grant application forms for
next year have been mailed to
the home address of each
current recipient by the KenEducation
Higher
tucky
Assistance Authority, which
administers the State Grant
Program.
The basic grant application is
the only application required
for the state grant.
During 1974-75, more than
Pre-registration for all 1,600 Kentucky students have
awards
students who will be entering received
KSSIG
the first grade in the Calloway averaging $350 per year.
County School System next fall Current recipients are enrolled
will be held on the following at 50 colleges and universities in
dates:
Kentucky. Grants range from
March 17 - North Elementary''1250 to $1,000 for the year.
School - 9:00 a. m.
Further information about
March 18 - East Elementary the KSSIG Program may be
School - 1:00 p. m.
obtained by contacting the
March 19 - Southwest Student Financinal Aid Office at
Elementary School - 9:00 a. m. Murray State University or the
All parents are in ged to enroll Kentucky Higher Education
their children on these dates, Assistance Authority at 120
school officials said.
Mero Street in Frankfort.

All students
currently
receiving Kentucky I State
Student Incentive Grants must
reapply for the 1975-76 school
year by April 15 to receive
priority consideration for

P re- Registration
Announced For
Calloway Schools
Sharon Johnson, Burger Queen Manager, and Frank Schwab, Murray Assistant Band Director, show the candy bars
and Royal Burgers which will be featured in the sale to start
today by the Murray band members.

Volunteer Braillists
Officials Are Charged
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API Directors of a corporation
known as Volunteer Braillists
Inc. have been charged with
employing false, misleading or
deceptive practices.
The corporation, headquartered in Ashland, and its six directors were named in a civil
complaint filed in Fayette Circuit Court Wednesday.
The complaint was filed by
Atty. Gen. Ed Hancock "in the
public interest." It charged
that the defendants represented
to the general public that they
were operating a program to
assist the blind by training or
equipping braille transcribers
and furnishing their services to
the blind - when no such program existed.
The defendants canvassed
business establishments and

sold tickets to country music
concerts, saying funds raised
through the concerts would go
to blind persons, the complaint
alleged.
The plan called for 20 per
cent of gross ticket sales to go
to the corporation and 80 per
cent to T. Texas Tommy Productions for production and advertising. The latter company
was recommended by Victor
Vesay of Lexington, fund raising chairman of the corporation.

Health. ..

Continued from Page 1
The council agreed to attend
a speech by Dr. William Roy,
primary sponsor of the federal
health planning legislation, in
Louisville April 1, and to hold a
meeting afterward to discuss
what
recommendations
it
should make.
Dr. McElwain indicated that
the legislation and its implementation in the state would
lay the foundation for the advent of national health insurSlowly decreasing cloudiness ance programs.
arid cooler today with highs in
He cautioned that before
the low 40s. Partly cloudy and jumping at the federal money,
colder toringbt and Friday. the council members should
Sandy Matthews will be in concert Monday, March 17., at
Lowstonight in the upper 20s to consider Lhe health needs of the
the First Baptist Church Murray. He will appear as a part of
low 30s. Highs on Friday in the state and how to best met
the Youth Week banquet which will be at seven p.m. in the
upper 30s. Outlook for Satur- them.
church activities building, Tickets for the banquet and conday, partly cloudy and mild.
cert are $1.00. March 16-21 will be Youth Week at First Bap-It won't matter what'we do
Probabilities of measurable with the money unless we purfist Church and will feature a variety of activities for youth,
10,,pa.Serk_ .4.
)8Y,
---suei.,.e-aumdarnestaily...ag,00si-....accordinetroidward T. Walsh, nOrdster oES,outh of-the 400+10 per cent'Tonight and 5 per health, plan, he said. '
. ch
cent Friday.

facility is part of a total package
necessary to sell industry on the idea of
building in the community," he added.
C. W. Jones agrees, "I think the board
will, by displaying its concern in the airport's growth, contribute to community
growth," said Jones, principal of Farmington High School in Graves County. He
holds a M. A. in education from Murray
State University.
Once the owner of a small plane, Jones
now occasionally rents one for
recreational flights, and has been a city
appointee to the board for three years.
The Murray native, serving his first
four-year term on the board, lives with his
wife, Dortha, and three children at 810 S.
16th.
Board members agree they were very
lucky to receive funding for the construction project due to get underway in
the next few weeks at the airport, including the building of a 10-unit T-hanger.
"For this size community, this is a
pretty good project," said Dr. Outland,
and added,"We were indeed lucky it was
approved, with money as tight as it
currently is. It was well worth the time put
in." And the others concur.

War II, James E. Garrison joined the
board as a county appointee shortly after
its inception, and received his private
license here following the initial airport's
completion.
As president and general manager of
Nian Milk Company, he said, "I think the
airport is vital to us. It's reassuring to
know if you need a part for any machine
you can get it by plane in a few hours."
"Despite what people may think, Kyle
Field is not just used by puddle-jumpers
coming in on Sunday evening to land. I'd
say 95 per cent of the airport's use is for
business or training purposes," added the
dairy engineer.
The 51-year old Pontotoc, Miss. native
lives on Oakdale Drive with his wife,
Edith, and has three children.
Murray resident since 1956 and a board
member for rime years, Garrison said,
"Our most pressing need is a radio beacon
or horning device for bad-weather flying.
Also, possibly a longer runway."
Presently the 4,000 foot runway is capable
of handling small jets, but since they
prefer at least another 500 feet, very few
land at Kyle Field.
"An appropriately modern airport

Comprehensive Center
Plans Program For Adults

Students Receiving Incentive
Grants Must Reapply By April

City Police also investigated
an assault and robbery reported
by Leonard May, Route Five,
who said that a man robbed him
of $222 in currency while May
was entering a car at Second
and Spruce Streets,
Donald Watson, 706 Story,
reported the theft of a tape
player and speakers valued at
$51 from his automobile, according to police.
Investigations are continuing
into the incidents.

Weather. . .
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PIP.STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stocks of local Merest at noon
today furrdahed to the Ledger & Times by
1. hf Stmce Co. are as follows:

A new program la being
To qualify for the program an Airco
1594 -%
Ph - +SoArner. Motors
initiated for young Calloway individual must be 18 years of Ashland
IR% AN
Oil
County adults who have age or older and be classified as AT&T
51 .44
We Ai
Boise Cascade
developmental Ford
developmental disabilities, having
a
7794 .AS
physical and-or mental han- disability. Any resident of Gen. Motors
41% -4
14% -%
dicaps. The Comprehensive Calloway County is eligible to Gen. Tire
11% 54
Goodrich
Care Center will house the apply for this service.
Gulf Cal
2111Mc .
72% +Ye
program which will operate
Funding for this program is Pennwalt
17 Ai
Quaker Oata
'
Monday through Friday from being provided through Federal Singer. ..
'11% +%
5% -hi
8:30 p. m. to 3:00 p. m. begin- Developmental Disabilities Tappan
Western Uroon
-.33 -%
ning March 17.
monies and money from the Zenith
111% +46'
Calloway County Association
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
for Retarded Children. The
EDT, today, forte...Med to the Ledger &
Murray-Calloway County Tunes by First
of Michigan, Corp., of
Mental Health-Mental Retar- Murray, are as follows,
dation Board is providing the
Ponderosa Systems
8 1-94
facility. Even so, funds are Kimberly Clark
309. -54
57% Al
limited; therefore, volunteers, Union Carbide
25% -4S
W. R.Grace
student aides, contributions, Texaco
niSli -%
4500. .141
and other sources of assistance Genend Elec.
104 mc
.,:i..F=
114 4-%
The Murray State University will be welcomed.
3641 -94
Persons wishing to contribute Georgia Pacific
Opera Workshop will present a
Pfizer
34% -As
309. As
Frank time, money, or equipment, or Jun Walters
featuring
Clinic
Kirsch
15% -lio
Guarrera, a leading baritone of knowing of an adult who could Holiday Ina
10% -Va
4354 -Ai
the Metropolitan Opera Co.; benefit from this program, Disney
1894 A's
Franklin Mint
New York, on Sunday, March contact Pat holt at 753-6622 or
Billie Downing at 762-2056.
16.
Following is a list of equipGuarrera will be appearing in
recital on Monday evening, ment which persons might
LAKE DATA
March 17, in Paducah on the consider a white elephant, but
needed at the center:
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3,
Civic Music series.
Swing machine I treadle or up 0.3. Below dam 321.7, down
He will be in Murray on
Sunday to conduct a rehearsal electric), ironing board, iron, 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4,
of the Opera Workshop; the garden tools, carpentry tools,
featured work will be "Die cooking ntensils, arts and crafts down 0.4. Below dam 328.7, up
Fledermaus", Act I, by Johann materials ( scraps of this, that, 0.3.
Sunset 7:01 p.m. Sunrise 7:11
Strauss. "Fledermaus", a and the other), and an old
am.
comedy, will be presented in an typewriter.
English translation. After a
run-through,
complete
Guarrera will work with the
performers on acting, staging,
and musical style. It will afford
the students and public a unique
opportunity to observe an
outstanding singing actor
demonstrate his knowledge of
on 2nd tire when you
the stage, a spokesman said.
buy 1st at
The second part of the session
will be devoted to working with
price
single-tire
solo singers and ensembles on
operatic and song literature.
will be
The. program
presented in the Annex Recital
Hall of the Fine Arts Building
A7a-13 Wh lieu al 1
and will begin at 4:30 p.m.
Booty Plies
There is no admission charge
...$39,00,
and anyone interested is urged
to attend.
The Opera Workshop is
directed by Henry Bannon,
for
associate professor of Music.

Opera Workshop
Will Feature
Frank Guarrera

Steel-Belted
Silent Guard

2

Five student members of the
Murray State University
chapter of the Distributive
Education Clubs of America
attended the state conference in
Louisville March 7-8-9 and one
representative was elected to a
statewide office.
Betty Higgs of Arlington,
elected parliamentarian, will
serve until the conference next
March. Others who attended
were: Jo Anne Roberts of
Murray, who was serving as
acting state president, Julia
Sympson of Bardstown, who
was serving as acting state
secretary, Martha McManus of
Murray, and Beverly McKinley
of Belleville, Ill.
Chapman,
Dr. Alberta
professor of business education
chapter
Murray
State
and
adviser,accompanied the group
to the meeting, which was held
concurrently with the high
school State Career Development Conference.
Collegiate DECA members
along with alumni members,
assisted in conducting the high
school conference. Dr. John
Lindauer, dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs at
Murray State, conducted an
-interest--seasion-Maroh.-X:Ur
high school students.
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State Conference
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